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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this study is to explore the use of integrated probe vehicle, traffic 
and land use data to identify and characterize fine particulate matter (PM2.5) hot spot 
locations on urban arterial corridors. In addition, a preliminary analysis is conducted to 
consider volatile organic compound (VOC) hot spot locations. A pollutant hot spot is 
defined as a location on a corridor in which the mean pollutant concentrations are 
consistently above the 85th percentile of pollutant concentrations when compared to all 
locations along the corridor. In order to collect data for this study, an electric vehicle was 
equipped with instruments designed to measure PM2.5 and total VOC (TVOC) 
concentrations. Second-by-second measurements were performed for each pollutant 
from both the right and left sides of the vehicle. Detailed meteorological, traffic and land 
use data is also available for this research. The results of a statistical analysis, including 
multiple regression, are used to better understand which data sources are most valuable 
in estimating PM2.5 hot spot locations consistent with empirical data; knowledge is 
gained as to which variables have the strongest statistical relationships with traffic 
emissions and pollutant levels at a corridor level. A preliminary analysis is also 
completed to consider which variables are statistically related to TVOC hot spot 
locations. This research highlights the importance of considering both consistency and 
magnitude of pollutant concentrations when identifying hot spot locations. An objective 
of this research is to develop a method to identify urban arterial hot spot locations that 
provides a balance of efficiency (in terms of capital expenses, time, resources, expertise 
requirements, etc.) and accuracy.  
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1) INTRODUCTION 
Elevated concentrations of particulate matter (PM) and volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) are common in the vicinity of roadways. These pollutants have been 
linked to adverse health and environmental effects in urban areas (HEI, 2010) (Fenger, 
1999) (USEPA, 2012). Knowledge of air quality in urban environments is becoming 
increasingly important. Such information can improve personal exposure models for 
outdoor urban environments used by pedestrians, bicyclists, drivers and public transit 
users. Agencies also require greater knowledge of local air quality for Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) conformity requirements associated with fine particulate matter 
(PM2.5) , coarse particulate matter (PM10) , and carbon monoxide (CO)  (USEPA, 2013). 
Further, public health analyses can benefit from more detailed mapping of urban air 
quality and its variability.  
Emission hot spots can be modeled with emissions models such as the Motor 
Vehicle Emissions Simulator (MOVES), a model available through the US EPA. Such 
models use vehicle emissions factors that are based on average emission measurements 
for standardized driving cycles. It is difficult to obtain accurate corridor level emission 
estimates using such models, in part because they require very detailed traffic, 
topographical and meteorological data in order to be accurate at such a precise level. It is 
also difficult to account for the variety of land use factors present in an urban 
environment (i.e., zoning, building density, building height). Alternatively, to determine 
corridor level air quality conditions, pollutant levels can be measured using on-board 
pollutant monitoring equipment in mobile laboratories (Unal, et al., 2004). For most 
research in which on-board measurements have been conducted, measurements have 
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been taken of probe vehicle exhaust emission rather than of on-road emissions. Such 
measurements provide emission rates specific to the vehicle that is used, as well as some 
indication as to the conditions and locations for which that vehicle type will most 
contribute to pollutant levels. However, other methods are necessary in order to identify 
and characterize emission hot spots on a more general level. 
This research explores the value of a variety of integrated probe vehicle, traffic 
and land use data in identification and characterization of pollutant hot spot locations 
along the length of an urban arterial corridor in Portland, Oregon. The focus of this 
research is the analysis of PM2.5 concentrations; preliminary analysis is also presented 
related to volatile organic compounds. A hot spot is generally considered a fixed location 
at which air pollution levels tend to be consistently high (USEPA, 2013) (Unal, et al., 
2004). Conversely, air pollution "cold spots" can be considered fixed locations at which 
pollutant levels are consistently low. A methodology is presented to consider consistency, 
magnitude and distance impacted when using empirical data to identify areas in an urban 
corridor that should be considered emission hot spots. This research highlights the 
importance of considering both consistency and peak emission levels when identifying 
hot spot locations.  
Costs are associated with the availability and collection of detailed data. 
Government agencies have limited resources for data collection and monitoring. 
Although an abundance of data is available for the location studied for this research, this 
is rarely the case for research and monitoring in other areas. In this study, the results of 
the statistical analyses are used to understand which data sources are most valuable in 
estimating particulate matter hot spot locations; knowledge is gained as to which 
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variables have the strongest statistical relationships with pollutant levels at a corridor 
level. An objective of this research is to develop a method to identify urban arterial hot 
spot locations that provides a balance of efficiency (in terms of capital expenses, time, 
resources, expertise requirements, etc.) and accuracy. 
 
1.1 Problem Statement 
In a survey conducted in 2010, the second most frequently stated transportation 
policy goal (listed by 32 of the DOT websites reviewed) was environmental stewardship 
(McMullen & Monsere, 2010). Performance measures used by DOTs to measure the 
success of environmental stewardship include emissions of: 
 Volatile organic compounds (VOC) 
 Nitrous oxides (NOx) 
 Particulate matter (PM) 
 Greenhouse gasses (GHG) 
Many of the emission types measured are known causes of negative health effects. 
Coarse particulate matter (PM10) and fine particulate matter (PM2.5) have been linked to 
cancer and heart problems (Singh, 2008); VOC has been linked to asthma (HEI, 2010). 
Emissions of VOCs to the outdoors are regulated by the US EPA mostly to prevent the 
formation of ozone, a constituent of photochemical smog (USEPA, 2012). Elevated 
concentrations of PM2.5 and VOC are commonly found along roadways. Accurate 
emission estimates are becoming increasingly important. 
State and local air quality management agencies must develop and submit to EPA 
air quality State Implementation Plans (SIPs) which outline how they plan to attend and 
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maintain EPA's National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) in all areas. A SIP is a 
collection of programs including a monitoring program and air quality modeling to 
predict future trends and control strategies. Projects receiving federal funding and 
approval must be shown to be consistent with the air quality goals established by the 
relevant state's air quality SIP. 
Costs are associated with the availability and collection of detailed data. 
Government agencies have limited resources for data collection and monitoring. 
Although an abundance of data is available for the location studied for this research, this 
is rarely the case for research and monitoring in other areas. In order to make the best use 
of limited resources, it is helpful for government agencies to understand which data 
sources provide the best balance of cost efficiency (in terms of capital expenses, time, 
effort, resources, expertise requirements, etc.) and accuracy in estimating pollutant hot 
spot locations. In this regard, research that demonstrates multi-purpose applications for 
data from traffic control and monitoring devices is important.  
The availability of data from probe vehicles will continue to increase as the 
prevalence of "connected vehicles" increases. Connected vehicle research and policy 
work is currently prevalent at all levels of research including through the USDOT 
Research and Innovation Technology Administration (RITA) (USDOT RITA, 2013) 
through a program titled "Applications for the Environment: Real-Time Information 
Systems (AERIS)". Research demonstrating methodology for the use of probe vehicle 
data is increasingly beneficial as a resource towards future use of connected vehicle 
information.  
Prior research has explored the statistical relationships between different variables 
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and emission levels; however, results of different studies have differed. In addition, there 
has been little comparison of modeled estimates of particulate matter emissions to 
empirical measurements. 
 
1.2 Research Objective 
This research serves to better understand what data sources are most valuable in 
estimating PM2.5 hot spot locations consistent with empirical data; knowledge is gained as 
to which variables have the strongest statistical relationships with emission rates and 
pollutant levels at a corridor level. An objective of this research is to develop a method to 
identify urban arterial hot spot locations that provides a balance of efficiency (in terms of 
capital expenses, time, resources, expertise requirements, etc.) and accuracy. Knowledge 
gained through this research could be used to inform air quality, personal exposure and 
health assessments and analyses. Information could be used for more detailed mapping of 
empirical measurements and estimates of urban air quality and its variability. Such 
information can also improve personal exposure models of outdoor urban environments 
for pedestrians, bicyclists, drivers and public transit users. 
 
1.3 Project Scope 
This research will include a comprehensive literature review of related research. 
As an introduction to the subject, literature related to the health and environmental 
consequences of transportation-related pollutants is reviewed, specifically that associated 
with PM2.5 and VOC. Literature related to the nature of pollutant dispersion, factors 
associated with changes in pollutant levels, and methods of pollutant measurements and 
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modeling is also reviewed.  
The use of a variety of data sources for modeling of pollutant hot spots is 
explored including probe vehicle, traffic and land use data. Data sources include those 
that are already available as well as data that was collected specifically for this research. 
A review of the data sources available in the vicinity of the study area was required in 
order to understand the potential predictor variables that could be studied. 
The primary focus of this study is related to PM2.5 pollutant concentrations; in 
addition, a preliminary analysis of VOC concentrations is performed. PM2.5 
concentrations are strongly correlated with those of UFP and PM10. As such, PM2.5 
serves as a “surrogate” for the concentration of other pollutants. 
The study area of Powell Blvd was chosen, in part, due to the availability of other 
air quality research focused on this corridor. See the "Study Area" section of this report 
for more information. 
 
1.4 Research Approach 
In order to collect data for this study, an electric vehicle was equipped with 
instruments designed to measure PM2.5 and VOC concentration. Further details of the 
pollutant measurement methodology can be found in the "Data Collection" section of this 
report. A variety of available and collected data are used to perform statistical analyses 
and develop statistical models in order to assess the potential for each of the considered 
variables and data sources, alone and in combination, to estimate hot spot locations 
consistent with those estimated using empirical data. Additional details of the approach 
used for this research can be found in the "Project Scope", "Data Collection", and 
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Analysis sections of this report. 
 
1.5 Study Area 
The study area for this research is SE Powell Boulevard (also known as Highway 
US-26), an urban principal arterial corridor (ODOT, 2012) in Portland, Oregon. Powell 
Boulevard connects the Portland downtown area to the City of Gresham, and is subject to 
relatively high volumes of commuter traffic in the peak hours. The boulevard has two 
lanes of traffic in each direction and a variety of land uses including industrial, 
residential, commercial and open space zoning. The most western mile of the corridor is a 
mixture of industrial and commercial zoning, followed by a transition to a primarily 
commercial zoning, with some residential zoning, the following mile to the east. The 
third mile of the corridor (when traveling eastbound) has more of a mixture of 
commercial and residential zoning, including some mixed-use residential-commercial 
zoning. The mile furthest east in the corridor includes segments of primarily commercial 
zoning in the vicinity of SE 82nd Avenue and SE 92nd Avenue, with segments that are 
primarily residential in between. The Powell Boulevard corridor runs in the eastbound 
and westbound directions and includes the Ross Island Bridge, which crosses the 
Willamette River. The section of the corridor studied for this research is approximately 
4.6 miles and is presented as segment A-B in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The west end of the 
study area is at SE 7th Avenue; the east end is at Interstate-205.  Downtown Portland is 
located to the west of the study area. SE 7th Avenue is five blocks west of SE Milwaukie, 
the most western intersection in the study area with a four-way signal system. Although 
the corridor is close to 'at grade' at SE 7th Avenue, to the west of SE 7th Avenue the 
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corridor transitions to the Ross Island Bridge.  
 
 
Figure 1 - Study Area Location - Powell Boulevard 
 
Figure 2 - Study Area - Powell Boulevard 
In part as a result of growing commuter traffic, Powell Boulevard generally 
experiences congestion in the westbound direction in the morning peak period, and in the 
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eastbound direction in the evening peak period. The arterial is a multi-modal corridor, 
used by pedestrians, bicyclists, transit, commercial vehicles and private automobiles. In 
2011, the average annual daily traffic through the corridor was 55,100 vehicles on the 
Ross Island Bridge, 38,800 vehicles at the intersection of Powell and Milwaukie, and 
32,300 vehicles at the intersection of Powell and 39th (ODOT, 2011).  
Powell Boulevard was chosen as the study area for this research in part due to the 
availability of other air quality research that focuses on this corridor. The corridor is 
considered a "living laboratory" due to the plethora of data available in association with 
the area. There are also a variety of land uses within the corridor, which provides 
opportunity to explore land use factors as predictor variables. Although the corridor is 
relatively flat, there are segments of elevation changes, including local high and low 
points, providing some opportunity to explore the relationship between grade changes 
and dependent variables. 
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2) LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Air Quality Concerns, Policies and Regulations 
Exhaust emissions on a per vehicle basis have decreased considerably in recent 
decades, especially in developed countries, due to stricter regulations and pollution 
control-strategies (HEI, 2010). However, human exposure to traffic-related pollutants is 
still a serious concern. As the world’s population continues to grow, the number of 
vehicles in urban areas is also increasing, and the percentage of the population living 
within urban areas continues to rise (HEI, 2010). Primary pollutants from motor vehicles 
include carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), NOx, mobile 
source air toxics (MSATs), such as benzene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, 1,3-buadiene, 
and lead (where leaded gasoline is still in use). Secondary pollutants such as ozone (O3) 
and secondary aerosols (nitrates, inorganic acids and organic acids) are derived from 
these emissions (HEI, 2010). Exposure to traffic pollution has been shown to be 
associated with atherosclerosis, asthma, and decreased lung function (HEI, 2010). Coarse 
particulate matter (PM10) and fine particulate matter (PM2.5) have been linked to cancer 
and heart problems (Singh, 2008); VOC has been linked to asthma (HEI, 2010). Further, 
emissions of VOCs to the outdoors are regulated by the US EPA mostly to prevent the 
formation of ozone, a constituent of photochemical smog (USEPA, 2012).  
PM emissions associated with motor vehicles include exhaust PM and 
noncombustion PM (HEI, 2010). Diesel vehicles emit higher levels of exhaust PM than 
gasoline-fueled cars. Noncombustion PM includes sources such as resuspended road dust, 
tire wear and brake wear. These sources are not been regulated the way that exhaust PM 
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has been. As per vehicle exhaust PM continues to decrease, the portion of PM contributed 
from noncombustion sources will increase and greater focus will be warranted in this 
area. PM is further classified by size ranges, or by aerodynamic diameter, to be specific. 
Modeled estimates of PM traffic-emissions have had very little field verification. Along 
these lines, the proportion of PM thought to be from motor vehicles is highly uncertain. 
The USEPA estimated that in 2007 approximately 1% of ambient PM was from motor 
vehicles; however, the USEPA increased the estimate to 16% when including paved road 
dust. 
The Clean Air Act (last amended in 1990) requires the US EPA to set National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for pollutants considered harmful to public 
health and the environment (USEPA, 2012). There are two types of NAAQS – primary 
standards serve to protect public health and secondary standards serve to protect public 
welfare (i.e., visibility, animals, crops, buildings). EPA formally designates areas as 
"nonattainment" (not meeting standard), "unclassifiable / attainment" (meeting or 
expected to meet standards despite lack of data) and "unclassifiable" (insufficient data to 
classify). State and local air quality management agencies develop and submit to EPA 
State Implementation Plans (SIPs) which outline how they plan to attend and maintain 
NAAQS in all areas. Specific plans are required for areas that do not meet NAAQS. A 
SIP is a collection of programs including a monitoring program, air quality calculations 
and computer modeling to predict future trends, control strategy studies and periodic 
review.  The current NAAQS for PM2.5 are as follows: 
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Table 1 - PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
 
Averaging 
Time 
Level Form 
Primary Annual 12 µg/m
3
 annual mean, averaged over 3 years 
Secondary Annual 15 µg/m
3
 annual mean, averaged over 3 years 
Primary and 
Secondary 
24-hour 35 µg/m
3
 98th percentile, averaged over 3 years 
 
The Clean Air Act requires periodic review of the standards to ensure that they are 
properly set and that valid methods are used to determine the standards. When new 
standards are implemented by the EPA, the states must reassess their area designations 
and submit recommendations for changes to the EPA. The EPA then determines the final 
designations. The EPA suggests that states use a "Five-Factor Analysis" when 
determining area designations and the boundaries of those areas. The five-factors 
suggested for consideration are: 1) Air quality data; 2) Emissions and Emissions-related 
data; 3) Meteorology; 4) Geography/topography; 5) Jurisdictional Boundaries. The states 
must also submit appropriate revisions to their SIP in order to outline any changes that 
are needed to address the new designations. 
 To ensure federal funding and approval of highway and transit projects, projects 
must be shown to be consistent with ("conform to") the air quality goals established by 
the relevant state's air quality SIP. In general terms, it must be shown that proposed 
transportation activities will not cause new air quality violations, worsen existing 
conditions, or delay timeline attainment of NAAQS.  
 In Europe, jurisdictions have implemented low emission zones (LEZ), which are 
areas or roads where polluting vehicles are restricted from entering (Sadler Consultants, 
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Ltd., 2013). Vehicles are either banned from entering an LEZ, or are charged for entering 
if their emissions are over a set level. In London, the concept of an LEZ was proposed 
several years ago as a means of meeting statutory air pollution objectives (Carslaw & 
Beevers, 2002). As of October 2012, LEZ had been implemented in 152 cities in nine EU 
countries (Wolff & Perry, 2010). However, little research has been performed to evaluate 
the effectiveness of such air pollution policy interventions.  
 
2.2 Air Quality Modeling and Measurements 
Roadways consist of a complex mixture of chemicals. The general area that a 
pollutant enters immediately after leaving a car is often referred to as the exhaust plume. 
How a pollutant behaves, how it interacts with other pollutants in the plume, and how the 
plume behaves as a system, depends on many variables, including pollutant type, 
composition of background pollution and a host of meteorological variables. 
Meteorological variables have been shown to have a significant relationship with the 
behavior of emission plumes. Such variables include wind speed, wind direction and 
ambient temperature (Moore, et al., 2012) (Moore & Figliozzi, 2013) (Slavin & Figliozzi, 
2013). Likewise, these variables determine the manner in which the plume disperses. The 
way in which a pollutant disperses from a plume can be quantified and represented by 
values associated with a modeled “concentration gradient” for a given pollutant. The 
individual values that make up a pollutant’s concentration gradient refer to the pollutant’s 
concentration at various distances and directions from the pollutant source, or in the case 
of traffic-related emissions, from the vehicle. As such, a pollutant’s concentration 
gradient also determines the level of human exposure to the pollutant at various distances 
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from the source.  
Research has shown that increases in motor vehicle emission rates and pollutant 
concentrations can be caused by speeds outside the 30 to 60 mph range, stop and go 
traffic, increases in grade, heavy vehicle volumes, vehicle age and poor maintenance of 
vehicles (Timoshek, et al., 2010) (Barth & Boriboonsomin, 2008) (Bell & Figliozzi, 
2013) (Singh, 2012). 
A “surrogate” is a variable that is known to be correlated with the variable of 
interest. Surrogates for traffic-related emissions play an important role in estimating 
exposure levels associated with traffic pollutants. Surrogates are often used to estimate 
traffic-related emissions, as it would not be feasible or practical to measure every element 
of traffic pollution (HEI, 2010). Effective use of a surrogate measure requires accurate 
knowledge of the degree to which it represents the mixture of traffic pollutants that 
humans are exposed to (HEI, 2010). The two types of “surrogates” most often used to 
estimate traffic-related emissions are: 1) measured or modeled concentrations of pollutant 
surrogates, and 2) direct measures of traffic itself. The most commonly used traffic-
pollutant surrogates are: 
 CO 
 NO2 
 EC 
 PM 
 Benzene 
 UFP 
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Each of these pollutants is unique – each pollutant forms differently and behaves 
differently in different environments. A review of each of these pollutants as a surrogate 
is outside the scope of this project; however, further information about PM in particular is 
included later in this report. Direct measures of traffic as "surrogates" include proximity 
to road, traffic volume, probe vehicle data (i.e., GPS data) and fleet characteristics. 
Studies of traffic-related emissions over the last few decades are numerous and 
varied. These studies differ with respect to a variety of factors including pollutants 
analyzed, transportation variables studied (i.e., speed, volume, vehicle classification), 
geographic level (i.e., region, county, city, street), locations of measurement (i.e., 
roadside, vehicle tailpipe, in-vehicle), and quantity of measurements. Equipment used for 
exposure studies include remote sensory equipment, passive sensors and monitors with 
pumps.  
The location of measurement relates to the mode (i.e., biking, driving) of exposed 
subjects. Past research has explored the following as locations for air quality exposure 
measurements and/or modeled estimates. There is some overlap in the type of 
information that each of these locations provides and in many cases more than one 
location might be associated with a study.  
 Near-road 
 Road-side  
 On-road / On-board  
o Tailpipe  
o Inside vehicle  
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o Outside Vehicle 
 There are benefits and limitations to each of the measurement/modeling locations 
listed. Road-side exposure studies provide an indication of exposure levels for 
pedestrians and bicyclists, including those at bus stops waiting for transit; however, they 
do not address on-road driver exposure. In-vehicle exposure studies provide indication of 
exposure levels while traveling in a vehicle, but not for pedestrians, bicyclists or local 
residents. On-road and on-board exposure assessments are discussed more in the "On-
board Measurements" section of this thesis. 
A variety of methods have been explored to model pollutant concentrations and 
emission rates. Model types used for air quality modeling include receptor models, 
geostatistical interpolation, land use regression, dispersion and hybrid models. According 
to (HEI, 2010), hybrid models that combine time-activity data and personal 
measurements with modeling methods provide the "best" approximation of human 
exposure to traffic-pollutants. Models vary in the data and variables that are used; 
however, many models, including EPA's MOVES, use data from measurements of 
exhaust emissions in order to estimate emission rates and pollutant levels. Agencies are 
able to link transportation performance to environmental and health goals through 
estimations of tailpipe emissions. A three step process is often used where outputs from 
one step are the input for the next. This process typically consists of the following 
models: a) transportation demand-traffic models; b) emissions rate models; and c) 
pollution dispersion models.  
 The US EPA Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ) provides a variety 
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of models to estimate emissions (USEPA, 2012). However, MOVES2010b is EPA's 
current official model for estimating air pollution emissions from mobile sources (i.e., 
cars, trucks, motorcycles) (USEPA OTAQ, 2012). In the future the program will also 
model nonroad emissions (i.e., ships, locomotives, aircraft). The simulator covers a broad 
range of pollutants including GHG, select mobile source air toxics (MSAT), and criteria 
pollutants. According to Oregon's Freight Performance Measures report (McMullen & 
Monsere, 2010), MOVES is the "best tool for quantifying criteria pollutant and precursor 
emissions". MOVES2010b, released in June 2012, and MOVES2010a, released in 
August 2010, are minor updates to MOVES 2010 (USEPA, 2012). The U.S. Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) performed a sensitivity analysis in 2009 using 
MOVES (Houk, 2009). The results indicated that emissions estimates from MOVES are 
very sensitive to speed, vehicle types and vehicle age. In 2010, Choi et al. (Choi, et al., 
2010) completed research to analyze the sensitivity of MOVES emission estimates to 
changes in temperature and humidity. Results emphasize the importance of obtaining 
accurate local meteorological data when using MOVES. 
More recently, a 'regional level' sensitivity analysis was performed by the FHWA 
in an effort to highlight areas where air quality practitioners should focus to refine their 
MOVES model inputs. This study focused on running emissions processes for CO, 
PM2.5, NOx and VOCs. The variables considered and input ranges used included: 
 Temperature (-40F to 120F) 
 Humidity (0 to 100%) 
 Ramp Fraction (0 to 0.20) 
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 Analysis Year (2010 to 2050) 
 Age Distribution (three groups) 
 Average Speed Distribution 
The results were generally consistent with those from the aforementioned sensitivity 
analyses. Emissions rates were found to be very sensitive to changes in speed, vehicle 
type, age, humidity and temperature.  
  
2.3 On-Board Measurements 
For most of the past research in which on-board measurements have been 
conducted, the purpose has been to either estimate probe vehicle exhaust emissions (Frey, 
et al., 2002) (Unal, et al., 2004) or to determine in-vehicle driver exposure (Bigazzi & 
Figliozzi, 2012) (Jiao & Frey, 2013) (Greaves, 2006) (Esber & El-Fadel, 2013) (Zhu, et 
al., 2007). Less research has been conducted that uses on-board measurements to 
determine general pollutant levels on the road. As discussed in the previous section, 
tailpipe emission measurements are used in models such as MOVES2010b. Tailpipe 
emission measurements can provide detailed information about specific vehicle types; 
however, a comprehensive catalog of data, consisting of measurements from a variety of 
vehicles is needed for this method to be useful in estimating general exposure levels and 
near-road levels.  
Studies that measure in-vehicle exposure provide examples of techniques for 
conducting on-board measurements. Often such research has evaluated in-vehicle 
exposure by determining the ratio of in-vehicle pollutant levels to those just outside the 
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vehicle – this value is termed the I/O ratio (Bigazzi & Figliozzi, 2012) (Jiao & Frey, 
2013) (Esber & El-Fadel, 2013). Measurements are often performed using DustTrak 
monitors by TSI Inc. (Bigazzi & Figliozzi, 2012) (Jiao & Frey, 2013) (Esber & El-Fadel, 
2013). Measurements from just outside the vehicle are typically conducted using a probe 
tube that is connected to a sampling instrument. The probe tube is often routed through a 
vehicle window and the window gap around the tube is sealed (often with duct tape) 
(Bigazzi & Figliozzi, 2012) (Jiao & Frey, 2013). Jiao and Frey tested the validity of such 
outside measurements by comparing 'inside' and 'outside' measurements with the 
windows open – a condition in which the I/O ratio is expected to be 1. A DustTrak DRX 
Aerosol Monitor 8533 was used for the study. Measurements were first performed with 
the outside probe tube in the downwind direction. For cases with an open window and 
fresh air intake in the vehicle, the I/O ratio was 0.98±0.01, and with the window full 
open and recirculated air in the vehicle, the I/O ratio was 0.97±0.03. In supplemental 
measurements with the external probe tube oriented in the upwind direction, the average 
I/O ratio was 1.04±0.05 with windows fully open and fresh air intake in the vehicle. As 
such, there was no evidence of non-isokinetic conditions impacting the outside 
measurements and the orientation of the outside probe tube did not have a substantial 
impact on measurements (Jiao & Frey, 2013). 
In 2004, Unal et al. (Unal, et al., 2004) studied hot spot locations on an urban 
arterial corridor by measuring tailpipe emissions of seven different vehicles. The 
researchers defined an emissions hot spot as a fixed location along a corridor in which the 
peak emissions are statistically significantly greater by more than a factor of two than the 
average emissions for free-flow or near free-flow conditions on the corridor. The study 
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presents a methodology for estimating emission hot spot locations using on-board vehicle 
emission measurements. The measurements collected by the researchers were of vehicle 
exhaust emissions from a probe vehicle, rather than of general on-road emissions. Using 
graphical methods and statistical analysis, the researchers determined that average speed, 
average acceleration, standard deviation of speed, percent of time spent in cruise mode, 
minimum speed, maximum acceleration and maximum power have statistically 
significant associations with vehicle emissions.  
In a more recent study, Baldauf et al. (Baldauf, et al., 2008) used a mobile 
laboratory (a minivan) equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) and a device to 
measure outdoor PM concentrations. Inlet air entered the device through a tube secured 
above and in front of the driver's side of the vehicle. To supplement the mobile 
measurements, measurements of a variety of air pollutants were also conducted at 
multiple distances and heights from the road in order to understand temporal and spatial 
relationships with traffic emissions and near-road air quality. The data collected revealed 
a complex mixture of pollutants near the road, indicating that populations near large 
roadways are subject to elevated concentrations of air contaminants. 
 
2.4 Powell Boulevard Research 
Slavin and Figliozzi (Slavin & Figliozzi, 2013) studied the relationships between 
signal timing and pedestrian and bicyclist exposure to air pollution on Powell Boulevard. 
Data for the study was collected at the intersection of SE Powell Boulevard and SE 26th 
Avenue, which includes at its corners a high school, public park, fast food restaurant and 
a multi-use retail building. Variables considered in their analysis include: 
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- Traffic signal timing – cycle length 
- Traffic Variables – traffic volume, vehicle classifications 
- Meteorological variables – wind speed/direction, relative humidity, 
temperature   
It was determined that longer green times are associated with lower pollutant levels. 
Further, the presence of heavy vehicles was significant in explaining pollutant 
concentrations for all pollutants studied except CO. Their research includes consideration 
of the policy implications of the statistical analysis results such as truck signal priority.  
Moore et al. (Moore, et al., 2012) (Moore & Figliozzi, 2013) have analyzed air 
pollutant concentrations at bus shelters on Powell Boulevard. Four sizes of particulate 
matter were studied: ultrafine particles (UFP), PM1, PM2.5, and PM10. Air quality 
measurements were conducted at three different three-sided bus shelters that either faced 
away or towards traffic. Bus shelter orientation was found to have a significant 
relationship with the concentration of particulate matter; shelters which had openings 
facing towards traffic had higher concentrations inside the shelter as compared to outside. 
The opposite was true of those with openings facing away from traffic. 
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3) AVAILABLE DATA & DATA COLLECTION 
 
3.1 Available Data 
Meteorological, traffic (i.e., volume, speed, transit and traffic signal) and land use 
data was available for this research. Coordinates for all intersections on the corridor were 
obtained from a 2010 land use GIS file from Portland Metro's Regional Land Information 
System (RLIS) (Portland Metro, 2012). Figure 3 presents the locations associated with 
some of the data sources used for this research.  
 
   
 
 
2
3
 
 
 
Figure 3 – Study Area Data Sources  
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3.1.1 Traffic Data 
Per-lane vehicle speeds, volumes, and classifications at two intersections on SE 
Powell Boulevard (at SE 24th Avenue and SE 34th Avenue) were available at ten second 
intervals from Wavetronix SmartSensor HD systems. The SmartSensor HD system 
provides per-lane average speed accuracy to within 3 mph (Wavetronix, LLC, 2013). Per-
lane traffic volumes at twelve intersections on the corridor were available at fifteen 
minute intervals from adaptive traffic signal control systems. The system used at these 
intersections is the Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System (SCATS).  
 
3.1.2 Meteorological Data 
Meteorological data from a fixed air quality monitoring station adjacent to the 
study area was provided by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ). 
The station is located one block south of the study area at 5824 SE Lafayette Street 
(Oregon DEQ, n.d.). This equates to approximately milepoint 2.8 of the 4.6 mile study 
area. The station and instruments are reviewed, operated, maintained and calibrated by 
DEQ air monitoring technicians in order to collect complete and accurate air quality data. 
Measurements from this station were available for this study at a five-minute resolution. 
Data collected include wind speed, wind direction, background pollutant concentrations, 
temperature and humidity. PM2.5 fine particulate samplers are located on top of the 
station.  
 
3.1.3 Land Use Data 
Land use data used for this research includes zoning boundaries from 
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PortlandMaps and building height and footprint areas from RLIS. In addition, drive-
through (i.e., McDonalds, Burgerville) and gas station locations were determined using 
GoogleMaps. 
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Figure 4 – Zoning West Half of Study Area 
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Figure 5 – Zoning East Half of Study Area 
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3.2 Data Collection 
In order to collect data for this study, an electric vehicle was equipped with 
instruments designed to measure PM2.5 and VOC concentrations. A vehicle with no 
tailpipe emissions, a 2011 Nissan LEAF electric vehicle, was used in order to avoid 
impacting emission concentrations in the immediate vicinity of the probe vehicle. Sixteen 
runs of the full length of the study area were completed – eight during the morning peak 
period and eight during the evening peak period – as presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 – Data Collection Runs 
 
# of Runs 
Date Time Eastbound Westbound Total 
Wed., May 1, 2013 3:30-6:30pm 4 4 8 
Thurs., May 2, 2013 7-10am 4 4 8 
 
8 8 16 
 
According to the FHWA Travel Time Data Collection Handbook (Turner, et al., 
1998), May is a month that is commonly considered to exhibit average traffic conditions. 
Further, the handbook suggests that if data collection is to occur on less than five separate 
weekdays, then sampling should be concentrated between Tuesday and Thursday. In this 
regard, the data collection days chosen are considered to be appropriate given the time 
and budget constraints associated with this research.  The weather during the data 
collection periods was dry and clear and pavement conditions were dry. A lane closure 
existed from approximately 9 to 10am in the westbound direction from approximately SE 
21st Avenue to SE 14th Avenue. The lane closure appeared to be due to construction 
activity.  
Data collection was performed by the author of this thesis. Training in the use of 
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the equipment was conducted prior to the data collection by the author's colleagues that 
have used the equipment extensively for previous research. Step-by-step details of the 
data collection techniques and equipment operation were reviewed during training. An 
equipment and data collection checklist was prepared and used for each day of data 
collection. A trial run was performed along the study corridor on Wednesday, May 1, 
2103, 7-10am, to test the GPS application used for the study and to become familiar with 
the corridor, cross-streets and turn-around routes. 
The same vehicle, driver (the author of this thesis), instruments and instrument 
setup was used for each of the runs in order to minimize variability of emission 
measurements and speed data based on these factors. A 'floating car' approach was used 
by the driver. The driver attempted to drive at the average speed of other vehicles in the 
same lane. The driver stayed in the furthest right through lane at all times.  
Collected data was screened for errors as described in the "Data Processing and 
Quality Control" section of this paper. An on-site master clock was used to obtain time-
synchronized measurements for all of the monitoring equipment; the clocks of the 
instruments and the GPS were synchronized before each sampling period. Data sources 
with original aggregations greater than one-second (i.e., humidity) were interpolated to 
provide second-by-second estimates. Data sources were then compiled to provide a final 
time-synchronized database consisting of second-by-second data for: pollutant 
concentrations; probe vehicle coordinates, speed and acceleration; surrounding vehicle 
location (relative to probe vehicle) and classification; and meteorological data 
(temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction). 
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3.2.1 Air Quality Data 
Two DustTrak DRX Aerosol Monitors (TSI Model 8533), capable of measuring 
concentrations between 1 µg/m3 and 150,000 µg/m3 (TSI Incorporated, 2011) were used 
to measure PM2.5 concentrations. Both devices were factory calibrated within a year prior 
to the start of data collections. The instruments have an internal pump that continuously 
draws air samples through the sensing chamber at a rate of 3.0L/min (TSI Incorporated, 
2011). The DustTrak instruments were factory-calibrated and working properly; however, 
they were calibrated to standard Arizona road dust, which has been shown to 
overestimate PM concentrations at urban roadside environments (Fujita, et al., 2011) 
(Apte, et al., 2011) (Ramachandran, et al., 2003). To compensate for calibration 
discrepancies, PM2.5 readings were reduced by a factor of 2.3. Additionally, Huang and 
Tai (Huang & Tai, 2010) have shown that the light scattering used by the DustTrak is 
sensitive to high relative humidity, due to an increase in light scattering efficiency as 
particles absorb ambient water. As such, all PM2.5 measurements were divided by the 
following correction factor: 
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝐶𝐹 (1 + 0.25 
𝑅𝐻2
(1 − 𝑅𝐻)
) 
where CF is 2.3 and RF is the relative humidity at the time of the adjusted PM2.5 
measurement. 
Two Ion-Science PhoCheck Tiger devices were used to measure total VOC 
(TVOC) concentrations. The Tiger measures TVOC using a photoionization detector 
(PID) with a 10.6 eV lamp. Individual compounds are not distinguished, and the reported 
concentrations are in isobutylene-equivalent units (the instrument response if all VOC 
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were isobutylene). The Tiger measures a TVOC concentration range of 1 ppb and 20,000 
ppm, with a resolution of 1 ppb and 1 Hz. The data collection occurred within the annual 
factory calibration period. Zero-readings were taken with a carbon filter at the beginning 
and end of each collection, and a convex piecewise linear zero reference curve was 
applied to data collected with this instrument. 
The DustTrak and Tiger devices were situated so that one of each device took 
measurements from just outside each of the backseat windows of the electric vehicle. 
Inlet tubes for each device were secured to each of the backseat windows using painters 
tape. Painters tape with no VOC content was used in order to prevent impacts to emission 
measurements. The inlet tubes were secured to face perpendicular to the direction of 
travel on each side of the vehicle. The tubes were monitored continuously to ensure they 
remained secure. 
Table 3 presents a comparison of PM2.5 concentration measurements from the 
probe vehicle and DEQ air quality monitoring station on SE Lafayette Street. The table 
includes the correlations between measurements from each of the locations. The results 
are calculated from measurements from eight of the sixteen probe vehicle runs. The probe 
vehicle measurements are the average of all measurements within 0.05 miles of the DEQ 
air quality station. The DEQ Station measurement is an interpolated from the five-minute 
averages before and after the time at which the probe vehicle passed the DEQ air quality 
station. DEQ data was not available at the time of six of the probe vehicle runs. Two of 
the probe vehicle runs exhibited measurements that appeared to be outliers (over 10 
μg/m3). These measurements were not included in the comparison. 
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Table 3 – Correlations between Probe Vehicle and DEQ Station PM2.5 Measurements 
  
Probe 
Vehicle 
Left 
Probe 
Vehicle 
Right 
DEQ 
Station 
Probe Vehicle Left 1.00 0.98 0.94 
Probe Vehicle Right 
 
1.00 0.85 
DEQ Station 
  
1.00 
 
\  
Figure 6 - Probe Vehicle - Instrument Inlet Tubes 
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Figure 7 – Probe Vehicle Video Camera 
 
3.2.2 GPS Data 
GPS data and video footage were also collected while driving the electric vehicle, 
providing speed and vehicle classification data, respectively. The video footage also 
served to later validate GPS data, as described in the "Data Processing and Quality 
Control" section of this paper. GPS data was collected using an iPhone 4 on the Verizon 
network and two smartphone applications, both called "MyTracks". Files from both 
"MyTracks" applications are accessible as csv, nmea, gpx and kml file types. The 
smartphone system that was used to collect GPS data was only able to store files up to a 
certain size. As a result, the GPS data used for this research was divided into multiple 
separate files. In addition, the original smartphone application that was used had a 
technical issue towards the end of the second day of data collection. As a result, a second 
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smartphone application was used for a portion of the data. Data fields provided by the 
applications include timestamp, latitude, longitude and speed. Further information related 
to the GPS Data collected is included in the "Data Processing and Quality Control" 
section of this paper. 
 
3.2.3  Video Footage 
 Video footage was collected using four "CountingCars" digital video cameras and 
a camera video unit. This system is designed for near-road stationary deployment 
(Volusion, 2013). Each camera has associated Velcro straps and a mounting bracket that 
are typically used to attach the cameras to poles in stationary recording. These straps 
were used to connect three cameras to three headrests in order to collect footage to the 
left and right of the vehicle as well as of the rear view. One camera was strapped to the 
rearview mirror (in a manner that would not obstruct the driver's view) in order to collect 
video footage in the forward direction. Further information about the video footage 
collected is included in the "Data Processing and Quality Control" section of this paper. 
 
3.3 Data Processing and Quality Control 
The GPS files were compiled using RStudio and data field values were converted 
to useable formats. Using RStudio, geographic coordinates were interpolated for every 
second during the study time period in order to determine an estimated location 
associated with each second-by-second PM2.5 concentration measurement. Space-mean 
speeds were then calculated using the estimated coordinates. As the spatial disaggregation 
was quite small, and the corridor is relatively straight, great circle distance was calculated 
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between GPS coordinates to for speed calculations rather than geocoding the coordinates 
to milepoints. Next, the interpolated second-by-second GPS records were linked to the 
DustTrak records for the same seconds using Rstudio. Then a 'cleaned' version of the data 
was created that only includes database records of data collected between SE 7th and I-
205. This includes data between longitudes -122.658808 and -122.565362. 
Substantial effort was made to process and screen collected data in order ensure 
the accuracy of the GPS data prior to analysis. To begin, the GPS coordinates were 
compared to information provided from a review of the video taken during data 
collection. The time at which the probe vehicle crossed the centerline of signalized 
intersections was recorded and then compared to the timestamps of the relevant 
coordinates from the GPS data. The two data sets were generally in agreement. In one 
case the two data sources data were inconsistent (likely due to a GPS error caused by a 
'canyon effect'. The affected GPS coordinates (10 records) were adjusted accordingly 
using estimated locations from the video in order for the data to be used for further 
analysis. The cumulative distance traveled based on calculated distances from GPS 
coordinates for each run was calculated and compared to the known distance (determined 
using RLIS GIS coordinates) to estimate the level of error in the GPS coordinates for 
each run. Where jumps in the GPS data created a large error in cumulative distance, those 
points were identified and removed. Resulting cumulative distances were within 2% of 
actual distances.  
The GPS system used provided instantaneous speed measurements as well as 
latitude and longitude coordinates. Review of the instantaneous speeds provided by the 
GPS system was completed in order to identify unrealistic values (speeds more than 60 
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mph). Less than 2% of the records were found to have unrealistic speeds. Unrealistic 
instantaneous speed values were replaced with space-mean speeds calculated using the 
relevant GPS coordinates. A similar review was completed of acceleration values 
calculated from the provided instantaneous speeds. When instantaneous speeds resulted 
in unrealistic acceleration rates (more than 5 mps2), the associated speeds were replaced 
with calculated space-mean speeds. This applied to less than 1% of the records. 
The instantaneous speeds provided by the GPS system at the locations of the two 
Wavetronix SmartSensor HD systems were also compared to Wavetronix speed 
estimates. GPS speeds averaged over ten-seconds were compared to Wavetronix speed 
estimates at thirty-two time periods during the study period. The speed estimates 
provided by the GPS system were within 4.0 percent of those from the Wavetronix 
systems. 
 
3.4 Summary 
A summary of the available data and collected data used for this research is provided in 
Table 4
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Table 4 – Summary of Available and Collected Data 
DATA COLLECTED 
Name Description 
Equipment 
or Source 
Values or 
Units 
Frequency 
Air Pollutant Concentration 
PM2.5 Left 
PM2.5 concentration measured from LEFT 
side of vehicle 
TSI DustTrak 
DRX Aerosol 
Monitor 8533 
µg/m
3
 1 second 
PM2.5 Right 
PM2.5 concentration measured from RIGHT 
side of vehicle 
VOC Left 
VOC concentration measured from LEFT side 
of vehicle 
Ion-Science 
PhoCheck 
Tiger VOC Right 
VOC concentration measured from RIGHT 
side of vehicle 
Probe Vehicle Behavior 
Speed Speed of probe vehicle 
Smartphone 
GPS 
mph ~3 seconds 
Stopped Time Is probe vehicle stopped?  
Video 
Footage 
(0,1) 1 second 
Traffic   
Queue Length 
Distance from probe vehicle to front of queue 
(0 if no queue) 
Video 
Footage and 
Google Maps 
feet 1 second 
Traffic Volume 
Traffic volume for individual lanes at 4-Way 
Signal intersections 
SCATS Data # of vehicles 5 minutes 
4-Way Signal Locations Locations of 4-Way signals within the corridor 
SCATS Data, 
Google Maps 
and RLIS 
coordinate 
degrees 
N/A 
Vehicle Classification Is a [vehicle classification] within 200' of Video (0,1) 1 second 
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probe vehicle? Footage 
Queue [Left/Right] 
Is a queue of vehicles present to [left / right] of 
probe vehicle? 
Meteorological 
Wind Speed Wind speed outside monitoring station 
ODEQ Air 
Quality 
Monitoring 
Station; SE 
Lafayette St 
mph 
5 minutes 
Wind Direction Wind direction outside monitoring station degrees 
Background PM2.5 
Ambient PM2.5 concentration outside 
monitoring station 
µg/m
3
 
Relative Humidity Relative Humidity outside monitoring station % 
Temperature 
Ambient Temperature outside monitoring 
station 
degrees F 
Land Use - Zoning 
Commercial Zoning 
Boundaries of different zoning classifications 
within the corridor 
PortlandMaps N/A 
Residential Zoning 
Industrial Zoning 
Open-Space Zoning 
Commercial Zoning 
Land Use - Buildings and Businesses 
Building Footprint Area Total area of a building footprint 
[ArcGIS 
Layer] 
square feet each 
building 
Average Building Height Average height of a building feet 
Drive-Thru Locations 
Locations of drive-thru services (i.e., 
McDonalds, Burgerville) Google Maps 
coordinate 
degrees 
each 
business 
Gas Station Locations Locations of gas stations 
Land Use - Buildings and Businesses 
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Elevation Changes Changes to street profile elevations 
Google Maps 
Street View 
Uphill, 
Downhill, 
Lowpoint, 
Highpoint 
N/A 
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4) PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
4.1 Time-Space-Air Quality Diagrams 
In order to gain preliminary knowledge of the variability of pollutant levels, four 
time-space diagrams were created using the probe vehicle data. Diagrams were created 
for the morning eastbound, morning westbound, afternoon eastbound and afternoon 
westbound data. As an example, the diagram for the afternoon eastbound data is provided 
in Figure 8. Each dot in the diagrams represents a second-by-second record. The dots in 
the diagrams are color-coded to demonstrate changes in the probe vehicle speed over 
time and space. In addition, each dot is sized relative to the PM2.5 concentration measured 
from the probe vehicle at that time and location. The other time-space diagrams are 
provided in the appendix. Review of the diagrams indicates that PM2.5 concentrations are 
generally, although not always, higher at slower speeds. It is clear from the diagrams that 
PM2.5 concentrations are higher in the morning than the afternoon. There are some 
locations that exhibit high PM2.5 concentrations for multiple runs; however, in general, 
the locations of high PM2.5 concentrations vary with travel direction and time of day.  
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Figure 8  Afternoon Eastbound Probe Vehicle Trajectories and PM2.5 Measurements
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4.2 Moving Averages Method 
A glossary of terms used herein is included in Table 5. 
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Table 5 - Glossary of Terms 
Name Description 
Data 
Type 
Units 
Subsections 
A set of 0.06 mile segments along the study 
corridor spaced at 0.01 mile intervals 
Numeric Miles 
Study-Mean 
The mean (moving average) of values from 
within a Subsection when considering values 
from all sixteen runs 
Numeric [Varies] 
Study-Standard 
Deviation 
The standard deviation of values from within a 
Subsection when considering values from all 
runs. 
Numeric [Varies] 
Study-Percentile 
The percentile of a value when compared to all 
other values from all runs. 
Numeric [Varies] 
Study-Sum 
The sum of values from within a Subsection 
when considering values from all runs 
Numeric [Varies] 
Study-[Hot/Cold] 
Spot 
A Subsection with a Study-Mean [pollutant] 
concentration [above/below] that of the 
[85th/15th] Study-Percentile for [the pollutant] 
Numeric [Varies] 
Run- Mean 
The mean (moving average) of values from 
within a  Subsection and from only one run 
Numeric [Varies] 
Run-Sum 
The sum of values from within a Subsection 
and from only one run 
Numeric [Varies] 
Run-Percentile 
The percentile of a value when compared to 
other values from the same run 
Numeric [Varies] 
Run-[Hot/Cold] Spot 
A Subsection which has a Run-Mean [pollutant] 
concentration [above/below] that of the 
[85th/15th] 'Run-Percentile' for [the pollutant] 
Numeric Miles 
[Hot/Cold] Spot 
Frequency 
For a given Subsection, the percentage of runs 
for which that Subsection is a Run-[Hot/Cold] 
Spot  
Numeric % 
Relevant [Hot/Cold] 
Spot Frequency 
The maximum [Hot/Cold] Spot Frequency 
exhibited by the lowest ranked* Top-Study-
[Hot/Cold] Spot Area. 
Numeric % 
Top-Study-
[Hot/Cold] Spot 
A Subsection with a [Hot/Cold] Spot Frequency 
equal to the Relevant [Hot/Cold] Spot 
Frequency. 
Numeric Miles 
Study-[Hot/Cold] 
Spot Area 
A consolidation of Top-Study-[Hot/Cold] Spots 
that are within 0.1 miles of each other. 
N/A N/A 
Study-[Hot/Cold] 
Spot Area Length 
The distance between the most western and 
most eastern Subsections that make up a Study -
[Hot/Cold] Spot Area 
Numeric Miles 
Top-Study-Hot Spot 
Areas 
The highest ranking Study-[Hot/Cold]-Spot 
Areas when ranked first by maximum 
[Hot/Cold] Spot Frequency, and second by 
Study- [Hot/Cold]- Spot Area Length* 
Numeric Miles 
*The ranking method is described in the next section. 
As an exploratory analysis, symmetric (centered) moving average PM2.5 and VOC 
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concentrations were calculated for each Subsection (for each 0.06 mile segment centered 
at 0.01 mile intervals along the corridor), as demonstrated in Figure 9. These values are 
defined as the Study-Mean PM2.5 and VOC concentrations. The length of 0.06 miles was 
chosen for the level of aggregation as the minimum number of measurements per 
segment can be assumed to be 86 at a maximum speed of 40 mph. 
0.06 
miles
segment
40 
miles
hour (
hour
3600 seconds)
(
1 record
second
) (16 runs) = 86 
records
segment
 
The maximum speed limit within the study area is 35 mph; however, in portions of the 
corridor traffic was found to flow slightly over 35mph. If the data is split into morning 
and afternoon, with eight runs represented for each time period, each 0.06 mile 
Subsection can be assumed to always have at least 43 records. In actuality, the minimum 
number of measurements per 0.06 mile Subsection was 94. The mean speed recorded for 
the Subsection with 94 measurements was 34.8 mph.  As demonstrated in Figure 10, 
Subsection lengths of 0.06 miles allow for sample sizes of more than thirty for speeds of 
over 50 mph. Therefore, calculations of average PM2.5 concentrations over 0.06 mile 
Subsections can be considered statistically significant. Subsections lengths of 0.10 miles 
would provide larger sample sizes; however, the larger sample sizes come with a lower 
resolution and variations over short distances would not be as apparent. Further 
comparison of these two Subsection lengths is provided in the "Comparison of Methods" 
section of this thesis.  
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Figure 9 – 0.06 Mile Moving Average Subsections 
 
Figure 10 - Sample Size vs. Speed by Segment Length 
Figure 11 presents the results of the moving average analysis including the 85th and 15th 
Study-Percentile values (based on a ranking of measurements from all runs) for each 
pollutant. Part (a) presents results for the morning and afternoon data combined; parts (b) 
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and (c) present the results for the morning and afternoon data separately. Parts (b) and (c) 
of Figure 11 indicate a substantial difference in pollutant levels between the morning and 
afternoon hours. It should also be noted that there are both similarities and differences in 
the Study-Hot/Cold Spot locations (locations with pollutant concentrations above/below 
the 85th/15th Study-Percentile) when comparing morning and afternoon. The differences 
are likely due to the differences in commute patterns between the morning and afternoon 
hours. Congestion generally occurs in the westbound direction during morning hours as 
commuters travel into downtown Portland, and in the eastbound direction during 
afternoon hours as commuters travel out of downtown Portland. 
In order to determine the most consistent hot spot locations within the corridor the 
same process was completed for each of the sixteen runs. For each run, the moving 
average concentrations (for both PM2.5 and VOC) were calculated for each Subsection 
along the corridor. These values are defined as the Run-Mean concentrations. Those 
Subsections with Run-Mean values above the 85th percentile for a run are considered a 
Run-Hot Spot. Likewise, those with concentrations below the 15th percentile for a run are 
considered a Run-Cold Spot. 
Generally, a hot spot is considered a location that consistently has high emission 
concentrations. For this study, Study-Hot Spots are defined as locations that, when 
considering all runs completed over the study period, most frequently have emission 
concentrations higher than the 85th Run-Percentile. As such, for a given Subsection, the 
total number of times (total number of runs) for which that Subsection was a Run-Hot 
Spot was determined. This value is defined as the Hot Spot Frequency. Hot Spot 
Frequencies for both pollutants are represented in Figure 12, first with the morning and 
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afternoon data combined, then separately.  
Similar to the results of Figure 11, Figure 12 demonstrates substantial differences 
between hot spot locations in the morning compared to the afternoon. SE 17th Avenue 
(approx. milepoint 0.5) and SE 22nd Avenue (approx. milepoint 0.8) are more consistently 
a Run-Hot Spot for both pollutants in the morning. SE Powell Blvd at SE 17th Ave is 
actually an underpass, rather than an intersection, with walls on either side of the road. 
Above SE Powell Blvd at this location there is an access ramp from SE 17th Avenue to 
westbound SE Powell Blvd, as well as a bridge with rail lines. SE 17th Avenue at this 
location is classified as a Neighborhood Collector and Priority Truck Street (City of 
Portland, Oregon, 2013). The SE 17th Avenue and the overpass at this location are 
classified as a Regional Transitway and are part of the planned alignment for the Portland 
Milwaukie Light Rail (TRIMET, 2013). Construction activity, a lane closure, and 
associated traffic congestion were present at this location for a portion of the morning 
data collection period. SE 22nd Avenue is classified as a Local Service Street. It is 
adjacent to a "Freight District" to the west and a public park to the east. The intersection 
corners include the park, an auto service business, apartments and a "Security Iron 
Specialist". One block to the west is SE 21st Avenue, a Transit Access Street and four-way 
signalized intersection. 
Conversely, SE 39th Avenue (approx. milepoint 1.8) and SE 82nd Avenue (approx.. 
milepoint 3.9) are much more consistently a Run-Hot Spot for both pollutants in the 
afternoon compared to the morning. These streets are further east on the corridor than the 
two morning hot spots discussed in the previous paragraph. SE 39th Avenue is a classified 
as a District Collector, Transit Access Street, Truck Access Street and Regional Corridor. 
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The corners of the intersection include a large grocery store (Safeway), a gas station and 
two retail buildings. This location is also a four-way signalized intersection. SE 82nd 
Avenue is also a four-way signalized intersection. It is classified as a District Collector, 
Major Transit Priority Street, Major Truck Street and Regional Corridor. Three corners of 
this intersection include fast-food or coffee drive-through businesses; retail businesses are 
located at the fourth corner. 
It should also be noted that the locations of high Study-Milepoint Mean pollutant 
concentrations (i.e., SE 39th Avenue in Figure 11 part b) are not necessarily the locations 
that have consistently high pollutant concentrations (high Hot Spot Frequencies). This 
indicates that some locations experience high variability in pollutant concentrations 
during the peak hours. 
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Figure 11 –Study-Mean Pollutant Concentration Levels for Moving Average Subsections  
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Figure 12 –Hot Spot Frequencies for Moving Average Subsections
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4.3  Hot Spot Identification and Characterization Process 
The following process was followed in order to identify the "top 3" corridor hot 
spot segments for each pollutant (the Top-Study-Hot Spot Areas). This process was 
developed in order to take into account the consistency, magnitude, and impacted 
distance of areas with high pollutant concentrations. Subsections at the most western and 
eastern ends of the corridor were not included in this analysis as their pollutant levels are 
impacted by conditions outside of the study area.  
1) Identify the Subsection with the maximum Hot Spot Frequency. Such Subsections 
are considered Top-Study-Hot Spots and their frequency is the Relevant Hot Spot 
Frequency. 
2) Consolidate Top-Study-Hot Spots within 0.1 miles of each other to create Study-
Hot Spot Areas. The distance between the most western and the most eastern 
Subsections in an Area is the Study-Hot Spot Area Length. Top-Study-Hot Spots 
without others within 0.1 miles are considered a Study-Hot Spot Area consisting 
of only one Subsection. A Study-Hot Spot Area consisting of only one Subsection 
has a length of 0. 
3) Rank the Study-Hot Spot Areas based on the maximum Hot Spot Frequency 
associated with each Area (highest to lowest) 
4) If more than one Study-Hot Spot Area has the same maximum Hot Spot 
Frequency, rank those Areas against each other based on their Study-Hot Spot 
Area Length (i.e., rank longest to shortest). 
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5) If more than one Study-Hot Spot Area has the same maximum Hot Spot 
Frequency and the same Study-Hot Spot Area Length, or if less than three Study-
Hot Spot Areas have been identified, then the Relevant Hot Spot Frequency 
should be decreased to the next highest level identified when considering all 
Subsections within the corridor and Step 6 should be followed; otherwise, Step 6 
can be skipped. 
6) Identify the Subsections with a Hot Spot Frequency equal to the new Relevant Hot 
Spot Frequency. These, along with the previously identified Top-Study-Hot Spots, 
are now the new Top-Study-Hot Spots. Repeat the identification process, starting 
at Step 2, for these Subsections. 
7) Study-Hot Spot Areas ranked 1 to 3 are the Top-Study-Hot Spot Areas. 
Table 6 lists the Top-Study-Hot Spot Areas for each pollutant for the study area analyzed 
for this research. A summary of each location is provided. Descriptions of the variables in 
the table are outlined below. 
 Mean Speed (mph) – the mean of the Study-Mean Speed values (using second-by-
second speed estimates) for the Subsections within the Area. 
 Speed Standard Deviation (mph) – the mean of the Study-Standard Deviation 
values (using second-by-second speed estimates) for the Subsections within the 
Area 
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 Mean Stopped Time (sec) – S/16, where S is the mean of the total time (in 
seconds) at which the probe vehicle was at a speed of 0 mph in each Subsection 
within the Area. S is divided by 16 to determine the average stopped time over 16 
runs. 
 Min. Distance to 4-Way Signal (ft) – the distance from the Area to the closest 4-
way signal.  
 Traffic Volume at Closest 4S (vph) – V/6, where V is the total volume of traffic 
during the study period (6 hours) at the closest 4-way signal. 
 Open Space – 'Yes' if there is open space adjacent to the Area, 'No' if there is not. 
The information from Table 6 serves as an indicator as to which data sources might be 
useful in predicting, and which variables might be related to, hot spot locations. 
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Table 6 – Most Consistent Top-Study-Hot Spot Areas for Moving Average 
Subsections 
 
Segment 
Milepoints 
Mean 
Speed 
(mph) 
Speed 
Std 
Dev 
(mph) 
Mean 
Stopped 
Time 
(sec) 
Min. 
Distance 
to 4-Way 
Signal 
(4S) (ft) 
Traffic 
Volume 
at 
Closest 
4S 
(vph) 
Open 
Space? Start End 
PM2.5
Hot 
Spots 
SE 
Milwaukie 
to SE 13
th
 
Pl 
0.22 0.3 18.3 10.1 2.4 21 3772 No 
SE 26
th
 0.98 1.02 18.4 12.0 3.5 58 3544 No 
SE 82
nd 
3.92 3.92 11.1 7.7 19.8 68 * No 
VOC 
Hot 
Spots 
SE 50
th 
2.37 2.4 16.9 9.8 2.4 98 3116 No 
SE 
Milwaukie 
0.21 0.27 17.4 9.9 4.2 21 3772 No 
SE 38
th 
1.72 1.76 15.0 11.8 7.9 243 3651 No 
* Data was not available 
 
Table 7 – Summary of Hot Spot Frequencies for Moving Average Subsections 
  
  
PM2.5 Hot Spots VOC Hot Spots 
SE 
Milwaukie 
to SE 13th 
Pl 
SE 26th SE 82nd SE 50th 
SE 
Milwaukie 
SE 38th 
Start 0.22 0.98 3.92 2.37 0.12 1.72 
End 0.30 1.02 - 2.41 0.28 1.76 
Relevant 
Frequency 
8 5 
High 
Frequency 
10 9 8 6 6 6 
Low Frequency 8 8 8 5 3 5 
Average 
Frequency 
9.0 8.2 8.0 5.8 4.2 5.2 
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4.4  Segment Averages Method 
This research has demonstrated the use of moving averages to identify and 
characterize PM2.5 hot spots locations; however, the calculation of segment averages is 
required for regression analysis. Segment averages can also be helpful to identify and 
characterize hot spot locations. To demonstrate this, the process outlined in the "Hot Spot 
Identification and Characterization Process" section of this paper was followed using a 
set of 0.1 mile Subsections as shown in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13 - 0.1 Mile Subsections 
Using the new definition of Subsection, the Study-Mean PM2.5 and VOC concentrations 
were calculated for all Subsections in the corridor. As presented in Figure 10, the sample 
size for each Study-Mean calculation (for each 0.1 mile segment) can be assumed to be 
well over thirty when considering morning and afternoon data together (all sixteen runs) 
or separately (eight runs at a time). 
Figure 14 presents the results of the Study-Mean PM2.5 and VOC calculations 
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including the 85th and 15th Study-Percentile values (based on a ranking of measurements 
from all runs) for each pollutant. As with the previous analysis using moving averages, 
parts (b) and (c) of Figure 14 indicate a substantial difference in pollutant levels between 
the morning and afternoon hours. Further, there are both similarities and differences in 
the Study-Hot Spot Area locations when comparing morning and afternoon.  
Next, the Run-Mean concentrations and subsequent Hot Spot Frequencies were 
calculated for each new Subsection in order to determine the Top-Study Hot Spots 
associated with the 'Segment Average Method'. The Hot Spot Frequencies for both 
pollutants are presented in Figure 15. Similar to the 'Moving Average Method', there is a 
substantial difference between hot spot locations in the morning compared to the 
afternoon, presumably due to differences in commute patterns between the morning and 
afternoon hours. As with the 'Moving Average Method' results, SE 17th Avenue and SE 
22nd Avenue are more consistently a Run-Hot Spot for both pollutants in the morning; SE 
39th Avenue and SE 82nd Avenue are much more consistently a Run-Hot Spot for both 
pollutants in the afternoon. Descriptions of these locations are provided in the "Moving 
Averages Method" section of this thesis. Further, as with the other method, the locations 
of the highest Study-Mean pollutant concentrations are not necessarily the locations with 
the highest Hot Spot Frequencies. However, there are differences that should be noted 
between the results of the 'Moving Average Method' and those of the 'Segment Average 
Method', as discussed in the next section of this thesis. 
Table 8 presents the Top-Study-Hot Spot Areas for each pollutant analyzed using 
the Segment Average Method. As with the Moving Average Method, Top-Study-Hot 
Spots within 0.1 miles of each other were consolidated into a single Top-Study-Hot Spot 
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Area.  
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Figure 14 – Study-Mean Pollutant Concentration Levels for Segment Average Subsections 
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Figure 15 – Hot Spot Frequencies for Segment Average Subsections
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Table 8 – Summary of Hot Spot Frequencies for Segment Average Subsections 
  PM2.5 Hot Spots VOC Hot Spots 
  
SE 9th to 
SE 22nd 
SE 26th 
to SE 
28th 
SE 90th 
to SE 
92nd 
SE 11th 
to SE 
13th 
SE 37th 
to SE 
39th 
SE 87th 
to SE 
92nd 
Start 0.1 1.0 4.3 0.2 1.7 4.2 
End 0.8 1.1 4.4 0.3 1.8 4.4 
Relevant 
Frequency 
4 4 
High Frequency 10 6 4 6 5 4 
Low Frequency 3 6 4 6 5 4 
Average 
Frequency 
5.7 6.0 4.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 
 
4.5  Comparison of Methods 
As can be seen by comparing Table 8 to Table 6 and Table 7, there are similarities 
and differences between the hot spots identified using the Segment Averages Method as 
compared to the Moving Averages Method. A map that further demonstrates differences 
between the results is provided in Figure 16. The PM2.5 hot spot areas identified using the 
Moving Average Method are on average 0.04 miles in length; those using the Segment 
Average Method are on average 0.30 miles in length. In this regard, the Moving Averages 
Method provides a means to capture changes in pollutant levels at a greater level of 
resolution. It can be deduced that the Moving Average Method is helpful to identify 
problem areas on a smaller scale, perhaps providing indication as to the source of the 
problem. In contrast, the Segment Average Method might provide better indication as to 
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the extent of the corridor that is influenced by the source(s) of the problem.  
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Figure 16 – Comparison of Hot Spot Locations
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5) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
5.1 Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test 
In this section, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test is used to explore 
statistical relationships between pollutant concentrations and the variables considered in 
Table 6. The MWW test is a nonparametric procedure that is used to test the equality of 
two populations from independent samples (Sullivan, 2013). This test was determined to 
be the appropriate statistical test as the emission data collected, as well as the values of 
other variables tested, were determined to exhibit a non-normal distribution. The 
normality of the variables was tested and reviewed using the Shapiro-Wilk Normality 
Test and graphical analysis. The distribution of PM2.5 concentrations is presented in 
Figure 17. As can be seen, the dependent variable exhibits non-zero (positive) skewness.  
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Figure 17 - PM2.5 Distribution 
Table 9 provides the results of the statistical analysis and demonstrates 
relationships between pollutant concentrations and the variables explored. Pollutant 
concentration measurements were analyzed from all four pollutant monitors – one 
DustTrak and one Tiger on each side of the vehicle. The first several rows of the 
"Variables to Compare" column present a list of continuous variables. Each of these 
variables is defined in the "Hot Spot Identification and Characterization Process" section 
of this thesis. The values for each of the continuous variables were divided into two 
groups, as listed in the "Group A vs. Group B" column. A MWW test was performed for 
each of the variables to compare the values from 'Group A' to that from 'Group B'. The 
results are presented in Table 9. In order to perform a similar analysis for binary variables 
(i.e., AM vs. PM data), the binary variables were used to define the groups (Group A and 
Group B) from which Study-Mean emission concentrations would be compared. A MWW 
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test was performed to compare the values from each 'Group A' dataset to that from each 
'Group B' dataset. The results are presented in Table 9. The 'Groups' listed in the table are 
defined as follows: 
 Hot Spot Group – Data from Subsections defined as a Study-Hot Spot 
 NOT Hot Spot Group – Data from Subsections NOT defined as a Study-Hot Spot  
 [AM/PM] Group – Data from the [morning/afternoon] hours 
 Open Space vs. NOT Open Space Groups – Data from Subsections adjacent to 
open space (i.e., parks, empty/vegetated lots) vs. Data from Subsections NOT 
adjacent to open space.  
Afternoon PM2.5 concentrations were found to be substantially higher than those 
in the morning and vice versa for VOC. This was true for all instruments used and in all 
cases the differences were statistically significant at the 0.005 level. These results are 
consistent with those presented in Figure 11. 
The values for Speed, Standard Deviation of Speed, Stopped Time, Traffic 
Volume and Wind Speed all differ significantly when comparing PM2.5 hot spot locations 
to locations that are not hot spots. The continuous variables explored were not found to 
have significant relationships with VOC hot spot locations on either side of the vehicle. 
However, VOC emissions were found to be, on average, 8% to 15% lower in areas 
adjacent to open space; the difference was found to be statistically significant. 
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Table 9 – Results of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Analysis 
Pollutant 
Group 
A vs. 
Group 
B 
n 
Variable to Compare 
Group A - Group B 
Group 
A 
Group 
B 
Left      
Side 
Right 
Side 
PM2.5 
Hot 
Spots 
vs. 
NOT 
Hot 
Spots 
68 387 
Mean Speed -26%*** -29%*** 
Speed Standard Deviation +22%*** +19%*** 
Mean Stopped Time +33%*** +46%*** 
Min. Distance to a 4-way 
Signal (4S) 
-15% -6% 
Traffic Volume at Closest 
4S 
+18%*** +21%*** 
Wind Speed -9%*** -7%*** 
AM vs. 
PM 
6593 7372 
PM2.5 Concentration 
(µg/m
3
) 
+48%*** +66%*** 
Open 
Space 
vs. 
NOT 
Open 
Space 
47 214 -6% -10%** 
VOC 
Hot 
Spots 
vs. 
NOT 
Hot 
Spots 
68 387 
Average Speed +6% +9%* 
Speed Standard Deviation +2.7% +6% 
Stopped Time -57% -89% 
Min. Distance to a 4S -26%* -4% 
Traffic Volume at Closest 
4S 
+18%*** +13% 
Wind Speed -1% -2% 
AM vs. 
PM 
6593 7372 
VOC Concentration 
(µg/m
3
) 
-20%*** -41%*** 
Open 
Space 
vs. 
NOT 
Open 
Space 
47 214 -8%*** -15%*** 
***Significant at the 0.005 level 
** Significant at the 0.01 level 
*Significant at the 0.05 level 
 
5.2 Regression Variables 
Table 10 presents the variables prepared for regression analysis. Further details regarding 
these variables, including how they were applied to each of the analysis methods used, 
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are included in the "Simple Regression" and "Multiple Regression" sections.
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Table 10 - Regression Variables 
Name Description Data Type Values or Units 
Air Pollutant Concentration 
PM2.5 Run-Segment-Mean PM2.5 Left Continuous µg/m
3
 
TOD If the time was in the afternoon Binary (0,1) 
Probe Vehicle Behavior 
MeanSpeed- Run-Segment-Mean Speed 
Continuous 
mph 
StdevSpeed- Run-Segment-Standard Deviation of Speed 
AccelPercent- Run-Segment percent of time spent accelerating % 
StoppedTime- Run-Segment-Sum of Stopped Time seconds 
Traffic 
QueueLength- Run-Segment-Mean Queue Length 
Continuous 
feet 
MeanQAdj- Run-Segment Mean of (Queue Left + Queue Right) 0 to 2 
Volume- 
Study-Segment-Sum of traffic volumes at 4-Way 
intersection closest to segment 
# of vehicles 
Closest4Way[StreetName] 
If the closest 4-way intersection to the Segment is 
[Street] 
Binary (0,1) 
DistTo4Way- Distance from Segment to closest 4-way intersection Continuous feet 
VolOverDist Volume divided by DistTo4Way Continuous vehicles/feet 
MeanEmitters 
Run-Segment-Mean number of vehicles present of van, 
passenger truck, commercial truck classification 
Continuous # of vehicles 
Meteorological 
MeanWindSpeed Run-Segment-Mean Wind Speed 
Continuous 
mph 
MeanWindDirSin Run-Segment-Mean sin(Wind Direction) -1 to 1 
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MeanWindDirCos Run-Segment-Mean cos(Wind Direction) 
MeanBack2.5 Run-Segment-Mean Background PM2.5 µg/m
3
 
MeanRH Run-Segment-Mean Relative Humidity % 
MeanTemp Run-Segment-Mean Temperature degrees F 
Land Use - Zoning 
Comm[Near/Far/Both]- 
Percent of segment's linear street frontage (on [Near 
/Far / Both] side(s) of street relative to probe vehicle) 
that consists of [type of zoning] 
Continuous % 
Res[Near/Far/Both]- 
Ind[Near/Far/Both]- 
Open[Near/Far/Both]- 
Land Use - Buildings and Businesses 
A200[NearFar/Both]- 
Segment Sum of Building Footprint Area within 200'of 
street centerline on [Near /Far /Both] side(s) of street 
relative to probe vehicle 
Continuous 
square feet 
H200[Near/Far/Both]- 
Segment-Mean of Average Building Height within 
200'of street centerline on [Near /Far /Both] side(s) of 
street relative to probe vehicle 
feet 
H200Avg[Near/FarBoth]- 
Segment-Mean frontage height within 200'of street 
centerline on [Near /Far /Both] sides of street relative 
to probe vehicle; height of areas without building 
footprint is considered 0' 
DriveDist[Near/Far/Both]- 
Segment-Minimum distance from segment mid-point to 
Drive-Thru Locations 
GasDist[Near/Far/Both]- 
Segment-Minimum distance from segment mid-point to 
Gas Station Locations 
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Elevation Changes 
Flat- If at least 25% of the Segment is flat 
Binary (0,1) 
Uphill- If at least 25% of the Segment is uphill 
Downhill- If at least 25% of the Segment is downhill 
HighPoint- 
If Segment has a section that is proceeded by an uphill 
and proceeded by a downhill 
LowPoint- 
If segment has a section that is proceeded by a 
downhill and proceeded by an uphill 
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5.3 Simple Regression 
A simple regression analysis was performed on several of the variables listed in 
Table 10. The analysis was performed on the data set as a whole, as well as separately on 
data from the morning and afternoon. As segment lengths of 0.1 miles were used, each 
probe vehicle run of the 4.6 mile study area provided 46 samples for regression analysis; 
overall the sixteen probe vehicle runs provided 736 samples, 368 for the morning and 368 
for the afternoon. The results of the simple regression analysis are presented in Table 11; 
only variables with a statistically significant relationship with the dependent variable are 
included. Results shaded in blue are those that had a statistically significant negative 
relationship with PM2.5 concentrations; those shaded in red had a statistically significant 
positive relationship with PM2.5 concentrations. The signs of the simple regression 
coefficients were all as expected except for that of AM AccelPercent and AM 
DriveDistFar. AM AccelPercent has a relatively weak (albeit statistically significant) 
relationship with PM2.5 concentrations (R
2 = 2.2%). AM AccelPercent is strongly 
negatively correlated with AM StoppedTime, AM MeanQAdj and AM StdevSpeed. The 
correlation values between AM AccelPercent and these variables range from -0.28 and -
0.34. These other variables are more strongly correlated with PM2.5 concentrations than 
AM AccelPercent (R2 values range from 7.3 to 10.3%). As such, these other variables are 
better options for a regression model than AM AccelPercent and AM AccelPercent should 
not be used for a regression model. Similarly, AM DriveDistFar has a relatively weak 
relationship with PM2.5 concentrations (R
2 = 1.2%). The p-value for this relationship is 
relatively high (p=0.034). Further, AM DriveDistFar is strongly positively correlated with 
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AM IndNear (corr = 0.47) and AM IndTotal (corr = 0.29). In other words, industrial areas 
within the study area are generally far from drive-through businesses. AM IndNear and 
AM IndTotal have strong relationships with PM2.5 concentrations (R
2 = 9.0% and 10.1%, 
respectively). As such, the significance of the relationship between AM DriveDistFar   
and PM2.5 is more likely due to the positive correlation between AM DriveDistFar and 
industrial zoning rather than a more direct relationship between AM DriveDistFar and 
PM2.5. 
Based on the results of the simple regression analysis, it was determined that 
further investigation through a multiple regression analysis was warranted. 
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Table 11 - Simple Regression Summary 
  Dependent Variable: PM2.5 Concentration (µg/m
3) 
Independent Variables 
AM & PM AM only PM only 
Change p-value R-sq Change Sig R-sq Change Sig R-sq 
Time TOD - 0.0000 27.51%             
Probe Vehicle 
Behavior 
MeanSpeed - 0.0000 5.62% - 0.0000 18.78% - 0.0015 2.72% 
StdevSpeed + 0.0000 2.78% + 0.0000 7.69%       
AccelPercent    - 0.0045 2.20%    
StoppedTime       + 0.0000 7.08%       
Traffic 
QueueLength       + 0.0001 4.06%       
MeanQAdj + 0.0000 5.90% +  0.0000 11.17%  + 0.0071 1.96% 
Volume + 0.0000 2.80% + 0.0000 7.45% + 0.0214 1.44% 
DistTo4Way - 0.0037 1.14% - 0.0008 3.04%       
VolOverDist + 0.0358 0.60%       + 0.0106 1.77% 
MeanEmitters + 0.0000 8.29%  + 0.0174  1.55%  + 0.0030 2.39% 
Meteorological 
MeanWindSpeed - 0.0000 13.87%          
MeanWindDirSin + 0.0000 4.57%          
MeanWindDirCos  + 0.0004  1.70%  + 0.0000 5.14%       
MeanBackPM2.5 + 0.0000 23.16%  + 0.0163 1.57%    
MeanRH + 0.0000 27.59% + 0.0010 2.91% + 0.0000 7.75% 
MeanTemp - 0.0000 28.58% - 0.0006 3.20% - 0.0010 2.93% 
Land Use - 
Zoning 
CommNear       -     + 0.0008 3.04% 
ResNear - 0.0000 2.41% - 0.0000 5.88% - 0.0293 1.29% 
IndNear + 0.0045 1.10% + 0.0000 9.02%       
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OpenNear                   
CommFar                   
ResFar - 0.0003 1.82% - 0.0000 6.10%       
IndFar + 0.0056 1.04% + 0.0000 5.98%       
OpenFar                   
CommTotal + 0.0304 0.64%       + 0.0005 3.27% 
ResTotal - 0.0000 3.39% - 0.0000 9.67% - 0.0363 1.19% 
IndTotal + 0.0009 1.49% + 0.0000 10.12%       
OpenTotal                   
Land Use - 
Buildings and 
Businesses 
A200Near  + 0.0492  0.53%  + 0.0064 2.03%       
H200Near + 0.0093 0.92% + 0.0079 1.93%       
H200AvgNear + 0.0007 1.55% + 0.0000 5.51%       
A200Far                   
H200Far                   
H200AvgFar       + 0.0029 2.41%       
A200Total + 0.0164 0.78% + 0.0011 2.91%       
H200Total + 0.0009 1.50% + 0.0000 5.00%       
H200AvgTotal + 0.0003 1.81% + 0.0000 7.11%       
DriveDistNear                   
GasDistNear                   
DriveDistFar       + 0.0339 1.23%       
GasDistFar - 0.0002 1.83% - 0.0000 4.94%       
DriveDistAll - 0.0169 0.78% - 0.0342 1.23% - 0.0469 1.07% 
GasDistAll - 0.0004 1.70% - 0.0143 1.64% - 0.0002 3.80% 
Elevation Flat    - 0.0083 1.90%    
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Changes Uphill    + 0.0049 2.16%    
Downhill          
HighPoint          
LowPoint          
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5.4  Multiple Regression 
Multiple linear regression was used to develop a model to predict the dependent 
variable Y as a linear function of a series of independent variables, X1, X2... Xk, and an 
error term. The model is written as: 
𝑌𝑖 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1𝑖+𝛽2𝑋2𝑖 +  … + 𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑘𝑖 + 𝜀   (Equation 1) 
β0 is the constant or intercept of the equation. The regression coefficients measure the 
change in the dependent variables associated with a unit change in the predictor. The 
predictors are able to explain changes in the outcome variable.  
 The following are assumptions for multiple linear regression analysis: 
1. The relationship between Y and X is linear and given by Equation 1. 
2. The X's are nonstochastic variables. In addition, no exact linear relationship 
exists between two or more independent variables.  
3. The error term has zero expected value for all observations. 
4. The error term has constant variance for all observations. 
5. Errors corresponding to different observations are independent and therefore 
uncorrelated. 
6. The error term is normally distributed. 
The model notation and list of assumptions were taken from Econometric Models and 
Economic Forecasts (Pindyck & Rubinfield, 1998). 
The results from the MWW tests and Simple Regression analyses in previous 
sections of this thesis provide some indication as to which variables are strong predictors 
of PM2.5 concentrations. In addition, a correlation analysis was performed in order to 
determine the correlation of each variable with MeanPM2.5 as well as the correlation of 
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each variable with each of the other variables. Relevant results from the correlation 
analysis are included throughout this section. 
A model selection tool available for this analysis was the R step() function. This 
function performs stepwise regression using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The 
AIC serves to evaluate the relative quality of each possible statistical model and to select 
the best subset of predictors. The AIC index takes into account the number of regression 
coefficients being tested. If two models exhibit equal 'goodness of fit', the one with less 
predictors will have a better (smaller) AIC index. In other words, values of the AIC will 
be best for a model that exhibits a good fit with a small number of predictors (Cohen, et 
al., 2003). The R step() function provides the options of performing forward stepwise 
regression, backward stepwise regression, or a combination of both. To use the tool in the 
forward direction the user must provide a base model (with one predictor) and a full 
model (with all predictors to be considered). The variables that were included in the 
multiple regression analysis for this research are presented inTable 10.  
Although the step() function considers AIC when selecting predictors, it does not 
use p-value as a criterion. If the user desires to eliminate variables from the model with p-
values over a certain threshold, variables with p-values over that limit must be removed 
manually. Further, the step() function does not test for multicollinearity between 
variables. Multicollinearity is the condition of two or more predictor variables in a 
multiple regression model being highly correlated. The existence of the condition in a 
multiple regression analysis complicates or prevents the identification of an optimal set of 
exploratory variables (Cohen, et al., 2003). Tests for multicollinearity between variables 
must be performed prior to using the step() function, and the results of such an analysis 
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must be kept in mind when deciding which variables to test with the function. Table 12 
demonstrates the importance of including a test for multicollinearity when using the 
step() function with the dataset associated with this research. For this analysis, forward 
stepwise regression was performed for the entire data set, as well as for the morning and 
afternoon data separately. MeanTemp was used as the single predictor in the base model 
as previous research has shown a strong correlation between temperature and PM2.5 
concentration and this variable was expected to be included in the final model. All 
variables listed in Table 10 were included in the full model. The step() function was run 
and the resulting model was reviewed. If the model resulted in any variables with a p-
value greater than 0.05, that with the highest p-value was removed from the model and 
the step() function was run again. This process was repeated until all p-values were less 
than 0.05. 
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Table 12 – All-Day Model (p-value criteria, no VIF criteria) 
Pollutant PM2.5 
  
R
2
 48.49% 
Adj R
2
 47.71% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean |Mean*B| % 
Constant 43.55 5.541 0.0000    
MeanTemp -0.5078 0.0633 0.0000 62.579 31.778 71 
MeanSpeed -0.0577 0.0087 0.0000 27.299 1.5754 3.5 
MeanRH -0.2139 0.0415 0.0000 37.691 8.0621 18 
Volume 4.2E-05 9.7E-06 0.0000 15440 0.6423 1.4 
GasDistAll -0.8002 0.2627 0.0024 0.3436 0.2750 0.6 
MeanWindDirSin 1.3840 0.4498 0.0022 -0.1453 0.2011 0.5 
StoppedTime -0.0219 0.0067 0.0010 4.3899 0.0961 0.2 
MeanQAdj 0.9831 0.3700 0.0080 0.1107 0.1088 0.2 
H200Near 0.0300 0.0127 0.0183 15.401 0.4613 1.0 
MeanBackPM2.5 0.4054 0.1922 0.0352 4.3395 1.7257 3.9 
LowPoint 0.4248 0.2113 0.0448 0.1090 0.0463 0.1 
        SUM: 45.012 100 
 
Although this analysis resulted in a relatively high R-squared value, there are issues with 
the model. At least two of the variables – MeanTemp and MeanRH – are highly correlated 
(correlation of 0.98). In the simple regression analysis that was performed (Table 11), 
MeanRH exhibited a significant positive relationship with MeanPM2.5; however, the 
results of Table 12 indicate a negative relationship between MeanRH and MeanPM2.5. 
Further, StoppedTime did not exhibit a significant relationship with MeanPM2.5 in the 
simple regression analysis; however, the Table 12 results present a significant negative 
relationship. These inconsistencies are likely due to the multicollinearity present in the 
multiple regression model due to correlated variables (i.e., MeanTemp and MeanRH). 
In order to test for multicollinearity, the variance inflation factor (VIF) is often 
used to test for correlation between variables prior to using the step() function. The VIF 
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for a single explanatory variable, j, is obtained using the r-squared value of the regression 
of that variable against all other explanatory variables in the dataset. The equation used is 
as follows, 
𝑉𝐼𝐹𝑗 =
1
1 − 𝑅𝑗
2 
where  
𝑅𝑗
2 = 1 −
∑ (𝑋𝑗𝑖 − ?̂?𝑗𝑖)
2
𝑖
∑ (𝑋𝑗𝑖 − ?̅?𝑗)
2
𝑖
 
and  
𝑋𝑗𝑖 is the i
th observed value of variable j, 
?̂?𝑗𝑖 is the i
th predicted value of  variable j when an ordinary least square regression 
analysis is performed to predict 𝑋𝑗 using all other explanatory variables, 
?̅?𝑗 is the mean of the observed values for variable j (Cohen, et al., 2003). 
Variables with high VIF values have a high degree of correlation with other variables. To 
decrease the level of multicollinearity in a dataset, the variables with the highest VIF 
values can be removed from the analysis one by one, with the VIF values recalculated 
after each variable is removed, until the highest VIF value is under a certain threshold. 
This process will result in a model with a lower degree of multicollinearity; however, 
there are other issues that can sometimes result. Table 13 provides an example of the 
issues with relying too heavily on VIF values as a criterion for model development. To 
begin the analysis for this example, the VIF values were calculated for each variable 
(when considering all variables in the data set) using the vif() function from the HH R 
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package. Several variables exhibited VIF values of infinity, as there is a high degree of 
correlation between many of the variables in the dataset. For variables with a VIF of 
infinity, that with the lowest MeanPM2.5 correlation was removed first, followed by that 
with the next lowest, and so on until no variables with VIF of infinity were included in 
the analysis. Next, the variables with the highest VIF values were removed, one by one, 
until all VIF values were lower than 10. Then the step() function was used. Rather than 
MeanTemp, MeanSpeed was used as the single variable in the base model for the step() 
function as MeanTemp had been eliminated from the model based on a high VIF value.  
As in the previous example, the model resulting from the step() function was reviewed 
and if any variables had a p-value greater than 0.05, that with the highest p-value was 
removed from the model and the step() function was run again. This process was repeated 
until all p-values were less than 0.05. The resulting model is presented in Table 13.  
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Table 13 – All-Day Model (VIF, p-value criteria) 
Pollutant PM2.5 
  
R
2
 47.01% 
Adj R
2
 46.20% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean |Mean*B| % 
Constant 3.4410 0.7073 0.0000    
TOD -1.3770 0.2032 0.0000 0.5014 0.6904 8.6 
MeanSpeed -0.0620 0.0090 0.0000 27.299 1.6925 21 
MeanWindDirSin 2.575 0.4060 0.0000 -0.1453 0.3741 4.7 
MeanRH 0.0689 0.0137 0.0000 37.691 2.5969 32 
Volume 4.4E-05 0.0000 0.0000 15440 0.6794 8.5 
GasDistAll -0.9077 0.2681 0.0007 0.3436 0.3119 3.9 
H200Near 0.0334 0.0131 0.0109 15.401 0.5144 6.4 
LowPoint 0.5181 0.2176 0.0175 0.1090 0.0565 0.7 
GasDistNear 0.1283 0.0529 0.0155 1.2017 0.1542 1.9 
StoppedTime -0.1968 0.0068 0.0041 4.3896 0.8639 11 
MeanQAdj 0.7952 0.3761 0.0348 0.1107 0.0880 1.1 
        SUM: 8.0222 100 
 
It should be noted that MeanTemp is not included in Table 13. Past research has shown a 
high correlation between temperature and PM2.5 concentrations. Further, based on both a 
correlation analysis and simple regression analysis of the MeanTemp and MeanPM2.5 
data, the MeanTemp variable in this study is highly correlated with MeanPM2.5. 
However, MeanTemp is also highly correlated with other variables in this study, such as 
TOD, MeanWindSpeed, MeanWindSin, MeanBackPM2.5, MeanRH. Each of these 
variables are also correlated with each other; however, when all of the variables are 
considered together, the others have lower VIF values than MeanTemp. As such, using 
the previously described process, MeanTemp was removed from the model based on its 
high VIF value. Removal of MeanTemp from the model subsequently caused a decrease 
in the VIF values of TOD and MeanWindDirSin and MeanRH. Although each of these 
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variables has a lower correlation with MeanPM2.5 than MeanTemp, after MeanTemp is 
removed from the model, their VIF values fell below the set threshold. Further, in part 
because of their correlation with MeanTemp, they are relatively good predictors of 
MeanPM2.5. However, the correlation between TOD and MeanRH is high (0.88), and 
problems exist in this model, potentially in part due this multicollinearity. For example, 
based on a simple regression analysis GasDistNear and StoppedTime do not have 
significant linear relationships with MeanPM2.5 and should not be included in the model. 
The VIF values are important to consider when evaluating multiple regression 
models and the step() function available through R is a useful tool. However, as seen in 
the preceding examples, these tools cannot be relied upon too heavily when determining 
which variables to include in a model. A more holistic and balanced approach to model 
development must be employed including a thorough review of correlation between 
potential variables and consideration for the objectives that motivate development of the 
model.  
An objective of this research is to determine which meteorological, traffic and 
land use variables are the best predictors of PM2.5 concentrations. As discovered via the 
simple regression and correlation analyses, of the meteorological variables studied, 
temperature has the strongest relationship with PM2.5 concentration levels (R
2 = 28.6%).  
Relative humidity and background PM2.5 levels are also strong predictors of PM2.5 (R
2 = 
27.6% and 23.2%); however, those variables are highly correlated with temperature 
(corr=0.99 and 0.93) and with each other; they  would introduce multicollinearity into the 
model when combined with temperature rather than provide additional benefit. 
MeanWindSpeed has a lower correlation with temperature (corr=0.76) than MeanRH and 
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MeanBackPM2.5. However, when it is added to a regression analysis with MeanTemp, its 
contribution is insignificant, presumably because it is correlated with MeanTemp. In fact, 
the same is true if MeanRH or MeanBackPM2.5 is added to a regression model with 
MeanTemp. It should be noted that although TOD is a strong predictor of MeanPM2.5 
(R2=27.5%), it is also strongly correlated with temperature (corr=0.94) and should not be 
included in a model with temperature. 
As with meteorological variables, traffic variables can be analyzed separately 
from other variable types. The R
2 values and correlations for the traffic variables most 
strongly related to MeanPM2.5 are summarized below. 
Table 14 - Traffic Variables - Correlation & Simple Regression Results 
Correlation and Simple Regression Results 
  R
2
=8.3% R
2
=5.9% R
2
=5.6% R
2
=2.8% R
2
=2.8% 
  MeanEmitters MeanQAdj MeanSpeed Volume StdevSpeed 
MeanEmitters 1        
MeanQAdj 0.30 1      
MeanSpeed 0.23 0.60 1    
Volume 0.11 0.18 0.17 1  
StdevSpeed 0.11 0.18 0.17 0.09 1 
 
A manual forward stepwise regression can be used to confirm that MeanEmitters, 
MeanQAdj, MeanSpeed and Volume in combination will provide the best prediction of 
MeanPM2.5 and results in adjusted R2 = 12.6% and VIF values of less than 1.7. To 
determine the best combination of meteorological and traffic variables, the associated 
correlations should be studied as provided in Table 15. The meteorological variable 
previously selected (MeanTemp) has low correlations with the traffic variables selected 
(MeanEmitters, MeanQAdj, MeanSpeed and Volume); these five variables in combination 
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are potentially useful predictors of MeanPM2.5. However, a multiple regression analysis 
with these five variables indicates that when combined the coefficient for MeanQAdj is 
insignificant. This is likely due to multicollinearity associated with the high correlation 
between MeanQAdj and MeanSpeed (corr=0.60). If MeanSpeed is removed from the 
analysis, the resulting adjusted R2 is 35.6% with VIF values less than 1.2. 
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Table 15 - All Day - Meteorological and Traffic Variable Correlations 
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28.58% MeanTemp 1.00                   
27.59% MeanRH 0.98 1.00                 
23.16% MeanBackPM2.5 0.82 0.83 1.00               
13.87% MeanWindSpeed 0.55 0.50 0.42 1.00             
8.29% MeanEmitters 0.22 0.18 0.20 0.10 1.00           
5.90% MeanQAdj 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.00 0.30 1.00         
5.62% MeanSpeed 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.23 0.60 1.00       
4.57% MeanWindDirSin 0.47 0.39 0.27 0.69 0.07 0.01 0.04 1.00     
2.80% Volume 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.18 0.17 0.01 1.00   
2.78% StdevSpeed 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.19 0.37 0.56 0.03 0.09 1.00 
1.14% DistTo4Way 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.26 0.30 0.00 0.06 0.21 
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A similar review can be completed to incorporate land use zoning variables. 
Based on simple regression and correlation analyses, ResTotal has the strongest 
correlation with MeanPM2.5 (R2 = 3.4%), followed by ResNear (R2 = 2.4%), ResFar (R2 
= 1.8%) and IndTotal (R2 = 1.5%). ResNear and ResFar are strongly correlated with 
ResTotal (corr=0.79 for both); ResTotal and IndTotal have a weaker correlation 
(corr=0.32). However, the correlation between ResTotal and IndTotal is still high enough 
that when the two are combined in multiple regression analysis the coefficient for the 
IndTotal variable is not significant. As such, it can be deduced that ResTotal on its own is 
the best option to predict the relationship between zoning and PM2.5 levels (R
2 = 3.4%). 
Of the ‘building and businesses’ variables, GasDistFar has the strongest correlation with 
MeanPM2.5 (R2 = 1.8%); it’s correlation with ResTotal is 0.23. When GasDistFar is 
combined with ResTotal in multiple regression the adjusted R2 increases from 3.3 to 
4.1%.  
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Table 16 - All Day – Land Use Variable Correlations 
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3.22% ResTotal 1.00     
 
  
 
                
2.28% ResNear 0.79 1.00 
 
                      
1.83% GasDistFar 0.23 0.02 1.00                       
1.74% H200AvgTotal 0.26 0.20 0.30 1.00                     
1.73% ResFar 0.79 0.24 0.38 0.20 1.00                   
1.70% GasDistAll 0.28 0.22 0.15 0.04 0.22 1.00                 
1.51% H200AvgNear 0.19 0.20 0.12 0.73 0.10 0.03 1.00               
1.44% IndTotal 0.32 0.26 0.25 0.37 0.26 0.16 0.27 1.00             
1.43% H200Total 0.15 0.12 0.29 0.68 0.12 0.01 0.50 0.21 1.00           
1.10% IndNear 0.28 0.22 0.22 0.32 0.22 0.14 0.14 0.86 0.18 1.00         
1.10% IndFar 0.27 0.22 0.21 0.32 0.22 0.13 0.32 0.85 0.17 0.46 1.00       
0.88% H200Near 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.51 0.07 0.04 0.62 0.12 0.72 0.10 0.11 1.00     
0.85% A200Total 0.17 0.13 0.23 0.91 0.13 0.02 0.66 0.38 0.45 0.32 0.32 0.36 1.00   
0.78% DriveDistAll 0.65 0.51 0.09 0.01 0.51 0.10 0.01 0.08 0.12 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.09 1.00 
0.58% CommTotal 0.56 0.44 0.04 0.21 0.44 0.15 0.15 0.37 0.28 0.32 0.32 0.19 0.18 0.56 
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To consider combining ResTotal and GasDistFar with the previously identified 
meteorological and traffic predictors, the correlations of these two variables with the 
other predictors should be studied. This information is provided in Table 17 with the 
variables listed in order of their strength of correlation with MeanPM2.5.  
Table 17 - All Day - Selected Variables Correlations 
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28.58% MeanTemp 1.00         
8.29% MeanEmitters 0.22 1.00       
5.90% MeanQAdj 0.06 0.30 1.00     
3.39% ResTotal 0.01 0.19 0.29 1.00   
2.80% Volume 0.01 0.11 0.18 0.39 1.00 
1.83% GasDistFar 0.01 0.16 0.07 0.23 0.04 
 
It can be seen that ResTotal and GasDistFar have relatively low correlations with 
the meteorological and traffic variables selected, so it is anticipated that there will not be 
multicollinearity problems when adding them to the regression model. In fact, when these 
variables are added to the multiple regression model with the four meteorological and 
traffic variables, the adjusted R2 value increases from 35.6 to 36.8% and the VIF values 
remain below 1.3. A summary of this model is presented in Table 18.  
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Table 18 - Final All-Day Model 
Pollutant PM2.5 
  
R
2
 36.4% 
Adj R
2
 36.0% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean |Mean*B| % 
Constant 13.55 0.6588 0.0000    
MeanTemp -0.1594 0.0095 0.0000 62.579 9.9751 89.1 
MeanEmitters 0.1750 0.0682 0.0105 1.3271 0.2322 2.1 
MeanQAdj 1.3370 0.2938 0.0000 0.1107 0.1480 1.3 
Volume 3.3E-03 0.0000 0.0011 15440 0.5064 4.5 
ResTotal -0.0059 0.0281 0.0317 24.578 0.1442 1.3 
GasDistFar -0.1538 0.0527 0.0036 1.2019 0.1849 1.7 
        SUM: 11.191 100 
 
The results of the simple regression analysis indicated that the morning and 
afternoon data exhibit different predictor variables for MeanPM2.5. As such, the process 
that was followed for morning and afternoon data combined could be repeated for the 
morning and afternoon data separately in order to develop two separate models that will 
address the changes between the two times of day. A summary of correlations and simple 
regression R2 values (for predicting MeanPM2.5) are provided in Table 19 for morning 
meteorological and traffic variables that have statistically significant relationships with 
MeanPM2.5.  
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Table 19 - Morning – Meteorological and Traffic Variable Correlations 
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18.78% MeanSpeed 1.00                       
11.17% MeanQAdj 0.66 1.00                     
7.69% StdevSpeed 0.58 0.39 1.00                   
7.45% Volume 0.27 0.20 0.11 1.00 
 
              
7.08% StoppedTime 0.58 0.59 0.35 0.11 1.00               
5.14% MeanWindDirCos 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.00 1.00             
4.06% QueueLength 0.44 0.44 0.20 0.07 0.60 0.05 1.00           
3.20% MeanTemp 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.09 0.15 0.07 1.00         
3.04% DistTo4Way 0.29 0.26 0.25 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.09 0.01 1.00       
2.91% MeanRH 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.16 0.07 0.99 0.01 1.00     
2.20% AccelPercent 0.24 0.32 0.28 0.06 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.07 0.08 0.07 1.00   
1.57% MeanBackPM2.5 0.07 0.10 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.13 0.03 0.81 0.01 0.88 0.08 1.00 
1.55% MeanEmitters 0.24 0.31 0.22 0.10 0.18 0.36 0.10 0.31 0.25 0.31 0.11 0.25 
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Based on a similar review to that done for the full data set, it was determined that 
MeanSpeed and Volume combined are the best traffic predictors of MeanPM2.5 (adjusted 
R2 = 20.96%) for the morning data; MeanWindDirCos and MeanTemp combined are the 
best meteorological predictors (adjusted R2 = 6.8%). Further, all four of these variables 
can be combined as neither of the traffic variables are correlated with the two 
meteorological variables. The adjusted R2 value when the four variables are combined in 
multiple regression is 27.7%. Similar analysis for land use variables indicates that 
IndTotal, ResTotal and H200AvgTotal provide the best combination to predict 
MeanPM2.5 (adjusted R2 = 17.3, high VIF<1.3). However, ResTotal and H200AvgTotal 
are not significant when added to a regression model with IndTotal and the identified 
traffic and meteorological variables. Other land use variables become more useful in the 
model instead. From further review of correlations between the variables, a final model 
was developed for morning data and is presented in Table 20. Through similar analysis, a 
final model was developed for afternoon data and is presented in Table 21. Finally, using 
the information gathered, a final "Split Day" model was developed which includes some 
separate variables for AM and PM data to address the changes in predictors with time of 
day. For the Split Day model, two additional variables were created for each variable 
listed in Table 10 (except for 'PM2.5' and 'TOD') – '[Variable]-AM' and '[Variable]-PM'. 
For AM variables, all values associated with PM records were given a value of zero; for 
PM variables, all values associated with AM records were given a value of zero. In this 
way, differences between AM and PM predictors could be modeled while still using only 
one regression model. 
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Table 20 – Final AM Model 
Pollutant PM2.5 
  
R
2
 34.54% 
Adj R
2
 33.26% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean |Mean*B| % 
Constant 8.6600 2.6760 0.0013    
MeanSpeed -0.0624 0.0092 0.0000 27.697 1.7294 13.1 
MeanWindDirCos 4.3370 2.0970 0.0394 0.9639 4.1804 31.8 
IndTotal 0.0182 0.0043 0.0000 6.9836 0.1305 1.0 
Volume 3.7E-05 1.2E-05 0.0032 15420 0.5675 4.3 
MeanTemp -0.1075 0.0249 0.0000 56.066 6.0271 45.8 
GasDistFar -0.1735 0.0713 0.0155 1.2050 0.2091 1.6 
DistTo4Way -0.0006 0.0002 0.0168 545.35 0.3021 2.3 
        SUM: 9.7850 100 
 
Table 21 - Final PM Model 
Pollutant PM2.5 
  
R
2
 16.63% 
Adj R
2
 15.48% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean |Mean*B| % 
Constant -7.7981 1.7833 0.0000    
MeanRH 0.3782 0.0637 0.0000 27.760 10.500 89.8 
GasDistAll -1.3167 0.3683 0.0004 0.3429 0.4515 3.9 
CommTotal 0.0072 0.0033 0.0294 62.576 0.4498 3.8 
MeanEmitters 0.2396 0.1016 0.0189 0.9810 0.2351 2.0 
VolOverDist 0.0006 0.0003 0.0211 105.86 0.0619 0.5 
        SUM: 23.273 100 
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Table 22 - Final Split Day Model 
 
Pollutant PM2.5 
  
R
2
 41.52% 
Adj R
2
 40.95% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean |Mean*B| % 
Constant 16.440 1.293 0.0000    
MeanTemp -0.1971 0.0190 0.0000 62.579 12.334 82.3 
MeanSpeedAM -0.0435 0.0086 0.0000 27.697 1.2048 8.0 
IndTotalAM 0.0239 0.0043 0.0000 6.9836 0.1671 1.1 
MeanEmitters 0.2372 0.0665 0.0004 1.3271 0.3148 2.1 
MeanQAdj 0.6256 0.3079 0.0426 0.1107 0.0692 0.5 
GasDistAllPM -1.435 0.3597 0.0000 0.3429 0.4920 3.3 
Volume 2.6E-05 9.2E-06 0.0046 15440 0.4022 2.7 
        SUM: 14.985 100 
 
In order to determine the elasticities of the variables selected for the models, and 
to better understand the relationship between the variables and PM2.5 concentrations, a 
log transformation was performed on the dependent variable. More specifically, a log-
linear transformation was performed in which only the Y values are replaced by their 
natural log. As shown in Figure 17, the dependent variable associated with this research 
exhibits non-zero (positive) skewness. Log linear transformation of the PM2.5 
concentrations creates a more normally distributed dependent variable. The model is 
written as: 
𝑙𝑛(𝑌𝑖) =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1𝑖+𝛽2𝑋2𝑖 +  … + 𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑘𝑖 + 𝜀   (Equation 2) 
The coefficients in the above equation can be used to determine the percent change in Y 
for a one unit change in X using the equation: ( 𝑒𝛽 − 1). In order to approximate the 
elasticity of an independent variable, this value can then be multiplied by one percent of 
the variable's mean value. Finally, the percent average contribution relative to the 
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baseline can be calculated using the mean value of X, where the baseline is the sum of the 
contributions from the constant and temperature. For the dataset used in this research, Y 
was multiplied by 1000 prior to taking the natural log in order to ensure no negative 
values would be used as the dependent variable. 
Table 23 - All Day Log Linear Model 
Pollutant ln(PM2.5) 
  
R2 51.96% 
Adj R2 51.57% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean 
% 
Change 
per Unit 
Change 
in X 
% 
Change 
per 1% 
Change 
in X 
% Avg 
Contribu
tion to 
Baseline 
Constant 10.720 0.1253 0.0000     
MeanTemp -0.0421 0.0018 0.0000 62.579 -4.121 -2.58  
MeanEmitters 0.0584 0.0130 0.0000 1.3271 6.009 0.08 6.5 
MeanQAdj 0.2552 0.0559 0.0000 0.1107 29.07 0.03 4.1 
Volume 6.3E-06 0.0000 0.0010 15440 0.001 0.10 14.2 
ResTotal -0.0012 0.0005 0.0200 24.578 -0.125 -0.03 -4.0 
GasDistFar -0.0353 0.0100 0.0005 1.2019 -3.465 -0.04 -5.2 
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Table 24 - AM Log Linear Model 
Pollutant ln(PM2.5) 
  
R2 43.31% 
Adj R2 42.20% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean 
% 
Change 
per Unit 
Change 
in X 
% 
Change 
per 1% 
Change 
in X 
% Avg 
Contribu
tion to 
Baseline 
Constant 8.9050 0.3761 0.0000     
MeanSpeed -0.0107 0.0013 0.0000 27.697 -1.067 -0.30 -65.5 
MeanWindDirCos 0.9241 0.2949 0.0019 0.9639 152.0 1.46 159 
IndTotal 0.0031 0.0006 0.0000 6.9836 0.312 0.02 4.83 
Volume 6.1E-06 0.0000 0.0005 15420 0.001 0.09 21.7 
MeanTemp -0.0181 0.0035 0.0000 56.066 -1.798 -1.01  
GasDistFar -0.0241 0.0100 0.0166 1.2050 -2.384 -0.02 -7.94 
DistTo4Way 0.0001 0.0000 0.0100 545.35 -0.008 -0.05 -12.4 
 
Table 25 - PM Log Linear Model 
Pollutant ln(PM2.5) 
  
R2 16.57% 
Adj R2 15.18% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean 
% 
Change 
per Unit 
Change 
in X 
% 
Change 
per 1% 
Change 
in X 
% Avg 
Contributi
on to 
Baseline 
Constant 5.1680 0.3977 0.0000     
MeanRH 0.0942 0.0142 0.0000 27.760 9.88 2.74  
GasDistAll -0.2911 0.0821 0.0004 0.3429 -25.3 -0.09 -17 
CommTotal 0.0019 0.0007 0.0095 62.576 0.19 0.12 17 
MeanEmitters 0.0918 0.0227 0.0001 0.9810 9.61 0.09 8.7 
VolOverDist 0.0001 0.0001 0.1173 105.86 0.01 0.01 2.4 
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Table 26 - Split Day Log Linear Model 
Pollutant ln(PM2.5) 
  
R2 53.85% 
Adj R2 53.41% 
  B SEB P-Value Mean 
% 
Change 
per Unit 
Change 
in X 
% 
Change 
per 1% 
Change 
in X 
% Avg 
Contributi
on to 
Baseline 
Constant 10.650 0.2496 0.0000     
MeanTemp -0.0404 0.0037 0.0000 62.579 -3.959 -2.48  
MeanSpeedAM -0.0043 0.0017 0.0101 27.697 -0.427 -0.12 -29 
IndTotalAM 0.0041 0.0008 0.0000 6.9836 0.412 0.03 4.1 
MeanEmitters 0.0643 0.0128 0.0000 1.3271 6.638 0.09 7.7 
MeanQAdj 0.1854 0.0594 0.0019 0.1107 20.37 0.02 1.7 
GasDistAllPM -0.3386 0.0694 0.0000 0.3429 -28.72 -0.10 -12 
Volume 5.6E-06 1.8E-06 0.0015 15440 0.001 0.09 9.8 
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6) CONCLUSIONS 
This research demonstrates the use of integrated probe vehicle, traffic and land 
use data to identify and characterize fine particulate matter (PM2.5) hot spot locations on 
an urban arterial corridor. In addition, preliminary analyses were completed to consider 
volatile organic compound (VOC) hot spot locations. The results of the preliminary 
analyses demonstrate that locations with high mean pollutant concentration 
measurements are not always the locations that are most consistently hot spot locations, 
as some locations experience high variability in pollutant concentrations during the peak 
hours. In this regard, a step-by-step methodology is presented to identify areas that 
should be considered corridor hot spots using empirical data. The method proposed takes 
into account the consistency and magnitude of pollutant concentrations as well as the 
distance across which the high pollutant levels exist.  
The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test was used to explore statistical 
relationships between pollutant concentrations and other variables. The MWW test is a 
nonparametric procedure used to test the equality of two populations from independent 
samples. Data from measurements on the left and right sides of the vehicle were analyzed 
separately and provided similar results. For continuous variables, the two populations 
compared were 'hot spot segments' and 'not hot spot segments'. For example, the 
population of Mean Speed values for 'hot spot segments' was compared to the population 
of Mean Speed values for 'not hot spot segments'; the two populations were found to be 
statistically significantly different. The same was true for the following variables: 
Standard Deviation of Speed, Stopped Time, Traffic Volume and Wind Speed. The results 
indicate that these variables can assist in estimating hot spot locations. 
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The locations of hot spots in the morning was found to be substantially different 
from the locations in the afternoon. It was also shown that the difference between 
pollutant concentrations in the morning and afternoon hours is statistically significant – 
PM2.5 concentrations were found to be higher in the morning compared to the afternoon; 
VOC concentrations were found to be lower in the morning compared to the afternoon. 
The location differences are likely due to differences in traffic (commute) patterns 
between the morning and afternoon hours for the study area. In this regard, it should be 
noted that the MWW test results presented were from an analysis of combined morning 
and afternoon test data. In the future, morning and afternoon data should be considered 
both together and separately when performing such statistical analyses. Such analyses 
could be used to better understand how the relationship of the variables to pollutant 
concentrations varies depending on the time of day. 
Wind speed was determined to have a statistically significant relationship with 
PM2.5 hot spot locations based on the MWW test results. The differences between wind 
speed measured when driving through PM2.5 'Hot Spots' and 'NOT Hot Spots' was 
approximately -8%, indicating that lower wind speeds are associated with higher PM2.5  
concentrations. However, based on the results of the multiple regression analysis 
performed, wind speed was not considered a suitable predictor for the 'best fit' model. 
Wind direction was not considered in MWW analysis; however it was considered in the 
regression analyses in the form of the trigonometric sine and cosine of the wind direction 
angle. The wind direction ranged from northwest to northeast during the study period. 
According the simple regression analysis, PM2.5 concentrations increased significantly 
with a change in wind direction from the northwest to northeast direction. Further, the 
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cosine of wind direction was determined to be an appropriate variable for the morning 
multiple regression model. 
According to the results of the morning multiple regression analysis, PM2.5 
concentrations can be modeled as changing approximately 1.5% for a 1% change in the 
cosine of wind direction. Wind during the morning study period ranged from northwest 
(339 degrees from north) to northeast (39 degrees from north). The range of cosine values 
associated with this range of direction is approximately 0.9 (at 339 degrees) to 0.8 (at 39 
degrees) – a change of 11%. Similarly, the range of Run-Segment-Mean cosine values 
(the average values for each 0.1 mile segment for each run) was 1.0 to 0.8 – a change of 
20%. The multiple regression coefficient for "Cosine of Wind Direction" in the morning 
model is 4.3. In this regard, as wind direction moves from the northwest to the northeast, 
PM2.5 concentrations can be expected to decrease approximately 0.9 µg/m
3. The majority 
of the study area is aligned at approximately 90 degrees to north. As such, for the 
majority of the study area, it might be hypothesized that PM2.5 concentrations 
substantially decrease as wind direction moves from a direction somewhat perpendicular 
to the street to a direction less perpendicular. However, a more focused analysis, 
considering the interaction between wind direction and direction of the street alignment 
would be required before this could be confirmed as a robust conclusion as 
approximately 30% of the corridor is oriented at a direction approximately 75 degrees 
northwest of north.  
The simple regression analysis performed indicates that relative humidity, 
background PM2.5 concentrations, and presence of vehicles with high emission rates have 
the strongest (and statistically significant) positive relationships with PM2.5 
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concentrations (R2= 27%, R2= 22%, R2= 8%); temperature, wind speed, and traffic speed 
have the strongest negative relationships with PM2.5 concentrations (R
2= 33%, R2= 15%, 
R2= 5%). When considering just data from the morning peak hours, presence of an 
adjacent queue, industrial zoning and standard deviation of traffic speed had the strongest 
positive relationship with PM2.5  concentrations (R
2= 11%, R2= 10%, R2= 8%); traffic 
speed and residential zoning had the strongest negative relationship with PM2.5 
concentrations (R2 = 19% and R2 = 10%).  The signs of the simple regression analysis 
were all as expected except those for vehicle acceleration in the morning and distance to 
closest drive-through business in the morning. The unexpected signs associated with 
these variables are due to correlations between these variables and other variables that 
have stronger relationships with PM2.5 concentrations. 
The multiple regression analysis performed for this research demonstrates that 
VIF values are important to consider when evaluating multiple regression models. 
Further, the step() function available through R is a useful tool. However, it was shown 
that these tools cannot be relied upon too heavily when determining which variables to 
include in a model. A more holistic and balanced approach to model development must 
be employed including a thorough review of correlations between potential variables and 
consideration for the objectives that motivate development of the model.  
As demonstrated by the final multiple regression models presented, a variety of 
probe vehicle, traffic, land use and meteorological variables were found to have 
statistically significant relationships with PM2.5 concentrations. The models presented 
were found to provide the "best fit" in predicting PM2.5 concentrations; however, an 
objective of this research is also to develop a method to identify hot spot locations that 
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provides a balance of efficiency and accuracy. Many of the variables selected for the final 
models are those for which agencies generally have readily accessible data (i.e., % 
industrial or residential zoning). Others variables are likely not as easy to obtain data for. 
However, the models presented could be adjusted relatively easily depending on the 
availability of data. In some cases, adjusting the models to incorporate different variables 
will result in a loss of model strength; however, the increase in efficiency that results 
from using a variable with more readily accessible data might offset the loss of predictive 
power. The user of the models must understand and consider: 1) the purpose behind the 
use of the model, 2) the level of accuracy that is needed, and 3) the level of accuracy 
provided by the model. 
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7) LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The MWW test results presented are from an analysis of combined morning and 
afternoon test data. In the future, AM and PM data should also be considered separately 
when performing such statistical analyses in order to determine if the relationships 
between predictive variables and pollutant concentrations vary depending on the time of 
day. 
Other variables that could be considered in a similar, future, analysis include 
locations of other types of infrastructure (i.e., there is an underpass at SE Powell 
Boulevard and SE 17th Avenue) and construction activity. A more detailed analysis of 
vehicle classifications in the vicinity of the probe vehicle could also be considered as this 
information is available from the video footage that was collected and from the 
Wavetronix systems at two intersections on the corridor. 
Construction activity was present at SE 17th Avenue and Powell Boulevard for 
approximately one hour during the morning study period in association with the Portland-
Milwaukie Light Rail Transit Project (TRIMET, 2013). The primary impact of the 
construction appeared to be traffic congestion due to a lane closure at 9am; however, it is 
possible that the construction itself contributed to pollutant levels in addition to any 
pollutant increases caused directly by vehicles in the traffic congestion. The video 
footage collected during analysis could be reviewed in order to seek insight as to the 
timing and nature of the construction activity. If sufficient information cannot be gained 
from the video footage, Trimet could be contacted in order to obtain information about 
the construction that occurred that day (i.e., equipment used and type of activities). 
Additional predictor variables could then be included in the statistical analysis to gain 
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insight as to whether or not the construction activity had a relationship with pollutant 
levels. 
MOVES2010b is EPA's current official model for estimating emissions from mobile 
sources. The availability of detailed empirical air quality data, such as that collected for 
this thesis, provides opportunity to consider the accuracy of MOVES estimates. Corridor-
level hot spot locations estimated using MOVES could be compared to those determined 
using empirical data. Data used to determine MOVES estimates could include the probe 
vehicle data (i.e., speed and location data) and traffic data used for this thesis, as well as 
any other relevant and available data. To supplement such a comparison, sensitivity 
analyses could be performed in MOVES in order to understand the level of variation that 
might be encountered in estimates when these data sources are not available. The 
potential for MOVES estimates to improve air quality regression models, such as those 
presented in this thesis, could also be explored. The emission rate or emission inventory 
estimates determined in MOVES for different segments of the corridor could be 
considered as an independent variable in future multiple regression analyses.  
Finally, a more complete analysis, as was performed with the PM2.5 data, could be 
performed with the VOC data that were collected. Trajectory plots could be created, such 
as those for the PM2.5 measurements, demonstrating the relationship between speed, 
location and VOC concentrations. The results of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) 
test for VOC indicate that only a few variables (traffic volume, time of day and presence 
of open space) have a significant relationship with VOC concentrations. However, not all 
variables listed in Table 10 (regression variables) were explored in the MWW analysis. A 
complete simple regression analysis could be performed considering the relationship 
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between each variable in Table 10 and VOC concentrations. Such an analysis would serve 
to inform a subsequent multiple regression analysis in which models could be developed 
to estimate VOC concentrations, as was done with PM2.5 data. 
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APPENDIX – TIME-SPACE DIAGRAMS 
 
Figure 18 – Morning Eastbound Probe Vehicle Trajectories and PM2.5 Measurements 
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Figure 19 - Morning Westbound Probe Vehicle Trajectories and PM2.5 Measurements 
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Figure 20 - Afternoon Westbound Probe Vehicle Trajectories and PM2.5 Measurements 
